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Abstract

We document the role of intangible capital in manufacturing firms’ substantial contribution to
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establishments, we develop a novel measure of proprietary in-house knowledge and show that it

is associated with increased growth and industry switching. We rationalize this reallocation in a

model where firms combine physical and knowledge inputs as complements, and where producing

the latter in-house confers a sector-neutral productivity advantage facilitating within-firm struc-

tural transformation. Consistent with the model, manufacturing firms with auxiliary employment

pivot towards services in response to a plausibly exogenous decline in their physical input prices.
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1 Introduction

One the most striking features of the US economy over the last five decades is its transition away from

manufacturing and towards services. Indeed, between 1977 and 2019 the share of employment in man-

ufacturing fell from more than a quarter to less than a tenth. Researchers in both international trade

and macroeconomics offer valuable insights into this transformation. In trade, which generally focuses

on the manufacturing sector, this drop is linked to import competition, most recently from China

(Autor et al., 2013; Pierce and Schott, 2016). In macro, the relative growth of non-manufacturing

versus manufacturing employment is explained in terms of unbalanced productivity growth (Baumol,

1967; Ngai and Pissarides, 2007), rising incomes and non-homothetic demand (Comin et al., 2018),

or both (Matsuyama, 2019).

In this paper, we take a firm-level view of structural change that captures essential elements of

both perspectives, while highlighting a role for the firm boundary in developing proprietary knowl-

edge. Our approach is motivated by a detailed decomposition of US employment growth over the

last four decades, which reveals that a small set of continuing manufacturing (M) firms accounts for

a substantial share of the US shift towards services. Non-manufacturing (NM) employment growth

among these firms, as for the United States as a whole, is concentrated in Business Services, par-

ticularly high-skill, technologically-advanced Management and Professional, Scientific, and Technical

Services (PSTS) that are used as inputs across a wide range of sectors, and which relate to their past

M activities. We show descriptively that firms with greater in-house production of input services

grow faster and pivot more towards new industries than other firms. We rationalize this reallocation

in a model in which service workers are complementary to physical inputs, and in-house provision of

these services confers a sector-neutral productivity advantage. In the model, reductions in the price of

physical inputs thus induce increases in both the levels and shares of service inputs. Consistent with

this framework, we find that US manufacturers with in-house service establishments exhibit greater

non-manufacturing employment and sales growth in response to a plausibly exogenous reductions in

their physical input costs.

In the first part of the paper, we provide a comprehensive, firm-level summary of the US transition

towards services by constructing a 40-year panel of the universe of firms and the detailed industries

in which their establishments operate. In line with our interest in studying how firms accumulate

knowledge, we provide this summary for the conventional as well as a broader concept of a firm that

allows for the possibility that firm knowledge may continue after a firm exits as long as some of its

plants survive, for example due to merger and acquisition activity. Using these two definitions, we find

that manufacturing firms account for 16 to 32 percent of the rise in aggregate US non-manufacturing

employment between 1977 and 2019.

Manufacturing firms’ NM growth does not simply reflect aggregate trends, and is instead concen-

trated in related service sectors. Manufacturers increase their Wholesale and Retail activities consid-

erably, while non-manufacturers’ growth is much stronger in Health Care. We also show that both

manufacturers and non-manufacturers grow the most in Business Services, but non-manufacturers

grow across all its subsectors, whereas manufacturers’ growth is concentrated in just three: Com-

puter Systems Design, Research and Development (R&D), and Architectural and Engineering Ser-
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vices. These subsectors relate to manufacturing, both because they constitute key inputs (e.g., R&D),

and because they rely on particular physical outputs (e.g., Computer Systems Design services uses

computers). Indeed, we find that manufacturing firms increasingly pivot towards these related ser-

vices over the period. For example, continuing firms with Computer Systems Design establishments

at the end of our sample period exhibit an average decline in their manufacturing employment share

from 40 to 15 percent from 1977 to 2016. These transitions suggest a mix of functional and sectoral

structural change within firms, i.e., greater provision of input services to produce the same final

goods (functional), and transition from sales of goods to sales of services (sectoral). They also raise

a crucial question: how and why does a small set of manufacturers successfully transition to services,

while most exit?

We posit that proprietary knowledge provides firms with a competitive advantage that relates

to their successful transition to services.1 To assess this hypothesis, we develop a novel measure of

proprietary firm knowledge using data on auxiliary establishments. Auxiliaries, such as R&D labs and

warehouses, are service establishments that primarily serve other establishments of their firm, and

are therefore plausible creators and receptacles of firm knowledge. Auxiliaries are present in input

service sectors, and consistent with the premise that they focus on in-house provision of these services

using high-skill labor, we find that they are smaller but pay higher wages relative to comparable

establishments in the same sector that sell to external customers. In line with our hypothesis that these

plants facilitate functional and sectoral structural change, we find that firm growth and reallocation

across sectors increase with auxiliary employment shares, even after controlling for differences in firm

size, age, and industry composition.

In the second part of the paper, we rationalize the relationship between within-firm structural

change and firms’ in-house provision of Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services in a model

of heterogeneous, multi-product firms similar in spirit to Melitz (2003) and Bernard et al. (2010).

In our setup, firms pay an upfront entry cost to obtain a differentiated brand and observe their

productivity for each sector. Given fixed overhead costs, firms choose to participate in the subset of

sectors in which they are sufficiently productive. Firms also decide whether to incur an additional

fixed cost (paid in knowledge workers) to produce knowledge services in-house, or to procure them via

outsourcing to a third party. When produced in-house, the knowledge generated is proprietary and

gives firms a competitive advantage by lowering costs in all sectors. By contrast, when this knowledge

is acquired at arm’s length, it diffuses freely to all firms. In equilibrium, firms with better sector-

specific productivity draws choose to produce knowledge services in-house, boosting productivity in

all industries.

Our framework features two key distinctions from past work. First, firms produce by combining

two types of inputs – manufacturing and knowledge – which we assume are complementary. As a

result, firms increase the level and share of knowledge inputs in response to a fall in their manufactured

1For example, Target’s CIO describes shifting away from outsourced to in-house provision of services to avoid “...a
third-party provider sending [an advantage through shorter lead times] to Retailer B down the road.” Target had been
outsourcing significant parts of its application development and back-end systems to India and domestic companies
including Infosys and IBM. As he told the Wall Street Journal, “We got to a stage where almost half the team is in
third parties. It’s unhealthy. By keeping the intellectual property generated by the inhouse software engineers, the
company can preserve competitive advantage.”
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input costs. Second, firms that produce this knowledge in-house gain a sector-neutral productivity

advantage. Although the model is static, one interpretation of firms’ in-house knowledge investment

is that it represents a stock of intangible capital that is non-rival within the firm and does not fully

depreciate in response to changes in final-good demand or input prices.

The model shows how shocks to firms’ output and input prices can induce within-firm structural

change. An increase in competition in a firm’s output markets represents a negative demand shock

for firms’ manufactured output, and thus decreases their manufacturing sales and their use of both

manufactured and knowledge inputs. For firms with in-house knowledge workers, the output shock

will thus decrease not only M, but also NM employment. By contrast, an increase in competition

in a firm’s physical inputs lowers input prices and thus the cost of production. Since knowledge and

manufactured inputs are complements, firms will increase both the level and share of knowledge inputs,

though only the subset of firms with in-house knowledge workers increase their NM employment. As

these firms also have a relatively higher sector-neutral productivity, firms with in-house knowledge

workers prior to the shock are also more likely to expand into new sectors that also use these non-rival

inputs.

In the final part of the paper, we provide empirical support for our framework by examining US

manufacturers’ responses to plausibly exogenous variation in firms’ output and input prices driven by

China’s global integration from 1997 to 2007. On the one hand, greater import competition in firms’

output markets represents a conventional, negative demand shock for their manufactured goods. On

the other hand, greater import competition in firms’ physical inputs reduces their manufacturing

costs. We construct measures of firms’ output and input exposure using changes in China’s market

shares in Europe in firms’ initial output products and material inputs. We focus on reduced-form

specifications in which we regress changes in firm sales and employment by sector directly on these

instruments, and on their interactions with indicators for the possession of auxiliaries.

Our results confirm prior findings of large, negative effects of Chinese import competition in a

firm’s output markets on its employment and sales. These results are evident regardless of firms’

auxiliary status and are strongly increasing in firm size. Not surprisingly, the output shock has a

larger impact on firms’ manufacturing activities. In fact, it only affects NM employment at firms with

auxiliaries, and has no statistically significant relationship with NM sales. This asymmetry supports

the premise that firms with in-house knowledge workers use workers in their NM establishments to

support their M sales.

Results for the input shock are quite different. We see no statistically significant impact on firms’

total or M employment. However, in line with our assumed complementarity between manufactured

and knowledge inputs, we find a strong, positive relationship between the input shock and NM

employment for firms with auxiliaries: a 10 percentage point increase in China’s market share in

the EU in a 500 employee firm’s inputs raises its NM employment by 19 percent. Unlike for the

output shock, we also find that the input shock increases firms’ NM sales, suggesting that functional

structural change may induce sectoral structural change as firms that produce services in-house to

support their M products begin selling these services to other firms. This result highlights a role

for firm boundaries in aggregate structural change, and in developing and preserving knowledge that
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cannot readily be sold in the marketplace.

As a specific example, the estimates imply that a firm with auxiliaries and 500 employees that

faced the average output (0.18) and input (0.12) exposure in Computer Storage Device manufacturing

(334112) would decrease its M employment by 23 log points from the output shock, with almost no

offsetting effect from the input shock. Although, the input shock implies a 23 log point increase in its

NM employment, this is halved by the implied NM employment reduction of 10 log points from the

output shock. In total, the estimates imply a 9 log point reduction in the firm’s employment, though

it pivots considerably towards NM activities. A firm in Motor Vehicle Body Manufacturing, however,

fares quite differently since the output shock is close to zero (0.005), while the input shock is sizable

(0.056). The estimates imply that a comparable representative firm in this sector would not change

its M employment but would increase its NM employment by 10 log points. In both sectors, firms

pivot considerably from M to NM activities, but only if they have in-house knowledge establishments.

Our paper is related to several strands of research. A large macro literature attributes structural

transformation to changes in final-good expenditure shares across sectors as a result of rising incomes

and non-homothetic preferences (Boppart, 2014; Comin et al., 2018; Matsuyama, 2000), or unbalanced

productivity growth (Baumol, 1967; Ngai and Pissarides, 2007; Herrendorf et al., 2013; Kehoe et al.,

2018).2 Our paper is closest to work focused on the rise of skilled services (Buera and Kaboski, 2012;

Buera et al., 2015). Relative to that research, we show that these services are primarily inputs that

are complementary with manufacturing. The shift towards these inputs may still be due to non-

homethetic demand if richer consumers increasingly value technology-intensive goods (e.g., talking

refrigerators), and lessens concerns about aggregate stagflation (Baumol, 1967), since these service

inputs are used across a wide range of sectors that will all benefit from any productivity growth in

them (Oulton, 2001). We further show that the United States tilts towards these services, not only

for internal reasons, but also in concert with increased low-wage production opportunities abroad.

Prior work documents the distinct effects that an open versus closed economy can have in promoting

these changes (Matsuyama, 2009, 2019), and on why complementarity between manufacturing and

services can explain the global aggregate decline in M employment (Cravino and Sotelo, 2019).3 Our

contribution is to exploit data on this transformation within firms to provide identified, reduced-form

evidence on this complementarity, and to demonstrate the importance of within-firm knowledge in

mediating these changes.4

We also contribute to a long literature on the boundary of the firm. That work has largely focused

on how firms use integration to reduce transaction costs (Williamson, 1981) or change ex-ante invest-

ment decisions when contracts are incomplete (Grossman and Hart, 1986; Hart and Moore, 1990).

Antràs and Helpman (2004) develop a model in which heterogeneous firms produce by combining

headquarter and manufactured inputs under incomplete contracts, but assume that headquarter ser-

vices are necessarily integrated and focus on the decision to integrate or outsource manufactured

2See Herrendorf et al. (2014) for an extensive review.
3See Alessandria et al. (2021) for a recent review of these papers.
4While these transitions are most easily observed within firms, similar movement towards complementary, compara-

tive advantage activities across firms is evident in the emergence of factoryless-goods producers and their contribution
towards US innovation Bernard and Fort (2015); Kamal (2020).
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inputs. Our focus on firms’ decision to produce knowledge in-house is closest to Teece (1982), who

posits that multi-product firms can be rationalized by “organizational knowledge,” and Demsetz

(1988) who argues that “knowledge is costly to produce, maintain, and use” (p. 157). More recently,

Boehm et al. (2022) show that common input knowledge facilitates expansion into new products,

Atalay et al. (2014) argue that the transfer of intangibles across plants is an important motive for

integration, Ding (2020) provides evidence that knowledge inputs are shared within multi-industry

firms, and Mengus and Michalski (2022) report that certain service workers augment in-house knowl-

edge. Our contribution is to expand the analysis to non-manufacturing, construct a new measure of

firms’ in-house knowledge, and show that firms with this in-house knowledge both grow and pivot

more in response to shocks. The evidence supports the premise that the boundary of the firm plays

an important role in developing knowledge and excluding rivals from it.

Our work also connects with the international trade literature that studies the effects of low-

wage imports. Increased competition from low-wage countries prompts firms to shut down their

most-exposed plants (Bernard et al., 2006), focus on their core products (Bernard et al., 2011), and

upgrade their quality and technology (Khandelwal, 2010; Bloom et al., 2016). Recent work documents

large US M employment declines in industries in which Chinese imports surged (Pierce and Schott,

2016; Acemoglu et al., 2016), and the local labor markets that specialized in those industries (Autor et

al., 2013). Closest to our evidence on rising NM employment is work that shows low-wage offshoring

opportunities lead firms to increase employment in technology occupations (Bernard et al., 2021),

and that UK firms in industries with larger tariff reductions shifted into services (Breinlich et al.,

2018).5 On the US side, Bloom et al. (2019) argue that high-wage commuting zones exposed to China

grew their NM employment as plants switched their industries, though this is at odds with firm-level

analyses that show declining employment, sales, and R&D at exposed public US firms (Hombert and

Matray, 2018; Autor et al., 2020).6 Our contribution is to provide a comprehensive assessment of all

US manufacturers’ responses across the full range of their activities, to show that the same import

shock represents not only a negative demand shock, but also a positive input shock that raises NM

employment, and to document a differential response for firms with auxiliaries prior to the shock.

Finally, we relate to a growing literature on rising concentration, markups, and new fixed-cost

technologies. Recent work credits declining prices in Information and Communication Technologies

(ICT) with increased spatial concentration of high-wage, tradable services (Eckert, 2019; Eckert et

al., 2019), disproportionate expansion by large firms across space (Hsieh and Rossi-Hansberg, 2019),

increased production fragmentation Fort (2017), and rising industry concentration (Bessen, 2017;

Ganapati, 2016; Lashkari et al., 2021). Argente et al. (2021) argue that “scalable expertise” constitutes

a fixed-cost investment that renders large firms more responsive to shocks. Relative to these studies,

5Existing work on the effects of US firms’ offshoring finds conflicting results. While Antràs et al. (2017) provide
structural and reduced-form evidence that US firms’ offshoring to China led to significant productivity gains that
increased the use of domestic manufactured inputs, Boehm et al. (2020) show that US MNEs decrease their manufac-
turing employment considerably from 1993 to 2011, and provide structural estimates that suggest offshoring displaces
US manufacturing employment.

6Though Bloom et al. (2019) report a high correlation between plants’ industry switching and import competition
from China, we show in Appendix Figure A2 that the actual employment associated with these switches is small.
Magyari (2017) also examines US firms’ employment responses, but presents results (in Table 8) that suggest increased
Chinese import competition increased firms’ M employment while it decreased their NM employment.
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we show that in-house knowledge, measured explicitly using firms’ auxiliary establishments, is a

specific fixed-cost investment in knowledge that not only facilitates firms’ growth, but also enables

them to transition across industries. Since this knowledge is complementary with manufacturing but

housed in separate establishments, standard productivity estimation may overstate firm productivity

and thus markups for these large firms. Prior work on manufacturers shows that co-production

within firms is not random (Bernard et al., 2010), and that strategic interactions across goods bias

productivity estimates (Hottman et al., 2016). Our evidence on auxiliaries suggests that in-house

knowledge is another source of bias that may explain the dramatic, rising markups documented

in only the largest firms (de Loecker et al., 2020; Foster et al., 2022), and related to the growing

importance of intangible capital documented in Haskel and Westlake (2017).

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the data construction. Section

3 presents five stylized facts about structural transformation within and between firms, and studies

the role of in-house knowledge plants in these transitions. Section 4 develops a theoretical framework

to rationalize these stylized facts. Section 5 uses the China shock as an exogenous source of variation

to provide empirical evidence in support of the key mechanism in the model. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data

We construct a new dataset that tracks establishments over a forty-year period from 1977 to 2016.

We make three contributions in the data construction. First, we improve upon the Census firmid

definitions both by fixing clearly spurious breaks and by developing a method to account for merger

and acquisition activity in decomposing employment changes across continuers versus net births.

Second, we employ the longitudinally consistent industry codes from Fort and Klimek (2018) to

address significant changes in the US industry classification schemes over the period. Finally, we

exploit four different data sources to identify auxiliary establishments consistently throughout the

period and analyze their behavior. To our knowledge, ours is the first study of auxiliaries over such

a long period. Together these three data contributions allow us to offer the first quantification of

structural transformation within and across firms, and to provide evidence on the role of intangible

knowledge in shaping this process of structural transformation.7

2.1 Main Dataset Construction

The frame for our analysis is the US Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Business Database (LBD), ini-

tially assembled by Jarmin and Miranda (2002) and recently updated by Chow et al. (2021) to track

the employment, pay, and industry of all private, non-farm US establishments from 1977 to 2019

annually. An establishment is a single physical location where business transactions take place and

for which payroll and employment are recorded. The LBD contains a longitudinally consistent estab-

lishment identifier (lbdnum), a firm identifier (firmid) that captures all of the establishments under

common ownership or control in a given year, and an LBD-specific firm identifier that corrects for

recycled firmids in this long time series (lbdfid). In some of our regression analyses below, we exploit

7Prior work using auxiliary data includes Davis and Henderson (2008) and Aarland et al. (2007).
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information on the county – i.e., FIPS code – in which plants reside to include location fixed effects.

We augment the LBD data with additional information from Economic Censuses (ECs) of Auxil-

iaries (AUX), Construction (CCN), Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate (CFI), Manufactures (CMF),

Mining (CMI), Retail Trade (CRT), Services (CSR), Transportation, Communications, and Utilities

(CUT), and Wholesale Trade (CWH). The EC data are collected in years ending in “2” and “7”,

henceforth referred to as “Census” years, and provide establishment-level measures of sales for all

sectors.

We also use CMF trailer data on manufacturers’ input purchases and product-level sales by

industry to construct shares of manufacturing firms’ sales and input purchases by industry, which

enable us to identify firms’ differential exposure to changes in Chinese import competition for their

outputs and inputs. These trailer data are only available for a subset of manufacturing establishments

that includes all large, multi-unit firms with industry-specific thresholds for the number of employees,

as well as a random sample of smaller firms.8

2.2 New Firm Definitions

A primary goal of this paper is to assess the extent to which firms develop knowledge that may

facilitate growth and pivoting across industries. This goal is complicated by the fact that Census’

lbdfid’s are not longitudinally consistent. By Census convention, lbdfids break whenever firms tran-

sition between single-unit (SU) and multi-unit (MU) status. The Census firm identifier may also

change spuriously during reorganizations and merger and acquisition (M&A) activity. In this section

we provide a brief summary of how we address these limitations, deferring a more complete discussion

to Appendix A.1.

We correct spurious SU-to-MU breaks by developing a ‘fixed’ Census firm identifier based on a

simple algorithm that links firms’ establishments across transitions between SU and MU status.9 We

use this corrected firm identifier, referred to here as a “Census firm” or as lbdfid lc to denote its

extended longitudinal consistency, to assign establishments to firms each year. We then use these

“Census firms” to compute lower bounds on firms’ contribution to US structural change in Sections

3.1 and 3.2, to measure firms’ reallocation to other sectors (referred to as “pivoting”) in Section 3.4,

and in all of our regressions.

We also develop a broader definition of the firm that accounts for merger and acquisition activity.

Inspired by Haltiwanger et al. (2013) and referred to as “HJM”, this approach captures the idea that

(at least some) knowledge may be preserved when plants move across firms, even if these transitions

lead to firm entry or exit. Specifically, we classify a HJM firm as a continuer from year t to t′ if at

least one of its establishments exists in t′ and t. Likewise, it is a death if all of its establishments exit

before t′, and it is a birth if all of its establishments are born after t. This definition thus addresses

8The Census of Manufactures includes all manufacturing establishments in the United States. For very small estab-
lishments, data are based only on administrative records. All establishments that belong to multi-unit firms with at
least 250 employees are sent the long census form, which includes questions about input purchases and sales by detailed
product categories. A random sample of smaller establishments are also sent the long form. Remaining establishments
are sent the short form, which does not include the questions on detailed inputs or outputs. For these firms, we calculate
output and input exposure using their establishment industry code, imputing input purchases from input-output tables.

9We use Census’ lbdfid in these corrections so that recycled firmid’s are not present in our analysis.
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spurious breaks in firmids over time, and also treats a continuation of some part of the firm as a

continuation of the firm. As HJM firms are broader than Census firms, they tend to assign greater

activity to continuers.10 We use this definition to provide an upper bound on the amount of NM

employment growth accounted for continuing M firms in Section 3.4.

2.3 Consistent Industry Classification

We measure the evolution of the US economy across industries by assigning each establishment to a

single, six-digit North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code. The governing princi-

ple under NAICS is to classify establishments based on the activities performed at the establishment,

so it is particularly well-suited for studying changes in what firms and their employees actually do.

As in all establishment-based Census data, all workers in an establishment are classified under the

same industry.

To track activity as consistently as possible over time, we employ the new LBD’s bds vcnaics

variable, which contains the most recent vintage NAICS code for all establishments over the entire

time period, along with additional information in accompanying industry files, as detailed in Fort and

Klimek (2018).11 An establishment may change its industry code over time, as its primary activity

changes. We allow for these changes, but rely most heavily on codes assigned in EC years, since these

contain the most accurate information. We use these establishment-level codes to identify the mix of

industries in which multiple-establishment firms operate.

2.4 Auxiliary Panel

A significant contribution of this paper is to construct and analyze a long time series of auxiliary

establishments. Auxiliaries are establishments that primarily serve other establishments of their

firm, rather than sell goods or services to other firms, e.g., an R&D lab or a warehouse. Analyzing

auxiliaries over our 1977 to 2019 sample period is particularly challenging because, under the Standard

Industry Classification (SIC) system used until 1997, they were classified under the industry they

served rather than the activities they performed. For example, if an R&D lab conducted research for

a manufacturing plant, it was assigned the manufacturing industry SIC code of that manufacturing

plant.

To identify auxiliary establishments and their activities consistently across our sample period,

we combine information from three sources: (1) the FK NAICS “aux files” included in the LBD

and available during the SIC years; (2) the CBPBR files starting in 2002; and (3) the Censuses of

Auxiliaries (AUX), Services (CSR) and Utilities (CUT). We find that there are 92 six-digit NAICS

10Haltiwanger et al. (2013) calculate firm age based on the maximum age of all its establishments in year t. Estab-
lishments are only classified as belonging to firms that die if all the establishments of the firm die, and only classified
as firm births if all the establishments are new. This definition is robust to M&A activity and to spurious, longitudinal
breaks in the Census firmid variable. The number of continuing “Census firms” across t and t′ must be the same in
both years, while the number of continuing HJM firms can differ in the two years.

11NAICS replaced the former Standard Industrial Classification System (SIC) codes in 1997. Even within SIC and
NAICS years, there are multiple vintages of these codes that change over time. We follow the suggestions in Fort and
Klimek (2018) to avoid using codes that have too much noise to provide meaningful information. See Online Appendix
A.2 for details.
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industries that may contain auxiliary establishments. These industries are in Trucking and Ware-

housing (NAICS 48-49), Information (NAICS 51), Professional, Scientific, and Technical (NAICS 54),

Administration Services (NAICS 56), and Repair Services (NAICS 81). We provide further details

on auxiliary data construction in Online Appendix A.3, as well as technical documentation available

within the Census RDC network.

3 An Anatomy of US Structural Change from 1977 to 2016

In this section, we characterize the US transition from manufacturing to services along a number of

novel dimensions. First, we report upper and lower bounds for the amount of non-manufacturing

(NM) employment and payroll growth that occurs within M firms. Second, we show that while

Business Services dominate NM growth among both M and NM firms, manufacturing firms’ NM

growth is concentrated in a subset of Business Service industries, whereas non-manufacturers grow

across a broad range. Third, we demonstrate that continuing M firms’ reallocation towards business

service inputs suggests redeployment of their manufacturing knowledge to related service activities.

Finally, we link firm growth and pivoting to a novel measure of in-house knowledge production that

we develop for all firms.

3.1 Manufacturing Firms Growth in Non-Manufacturing

We assess manufacturing firms’ contribution to US structural change via their share of NM employ-

ment and payroll growth from 1977 to 2019. Table 1 provides upper and lower bounds for employment

growth based on the two firm definitions introduced in Section 2.2. For each type of firm, we distin-

guish between intensive and extensive margins, i.e., continuers versus net births and deaths.

Panel A of Table 1 reports the lower bounds using the conservative “Census firm” definition.12

Panel B of Table 1 presents upper bounds using HJM firms. In this case, a firm is classified as a

‘continuer’ in 1977 or in 2019 if it owns any plants in that year that exist in both 1977 and 2019. In

other words, a firm’s continuer status depends not upon the history of its firm identifier, but upon

the history of the establishments it owns in that year. This more liberal definition of a continuer

accounts for potential survival of firm knowledge through establishments as they move across firms

over time.

In both panels, we distinguish between M and NM firms using two time-invariant classifications.

In panel A, a Census firm is M if it ever owns an M establishment from the begin to end years. In

panel B, an HJM firm is M if it contains an establishment that was ever part of a Census M firm over

the entire period. As above, this broader HJM classification is designed to capture potential transfers

of knowledge across plants as they wind their way through firms with manufacturing activity.13

12We define a Census firm using the the LBD firm identifier, lbdfid lc, but with corrections to spurious breaks that
occur in SU-MU transitions.

13As an example, if an R&D lab is part of a manufacturing firm at some point, we flag that establishment as having
belonged to an M firm. If that R&D lab is later acquired by a different firm, our HJM firm definition would classify the
acquiring firm as an M firm, even if it does not have an M plant itself. By contrast, the Census definition only classifies
a firm as an M firm if the firm itself owns an M plant.
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The first row in each panel of Table 1 shows M firms’ contribution to M and NM employment

growth over the period. The left columns in each panel show that M employment falls by 5.7 million

workers, and M firms account for the total decline by definition. We decompose M firms’ total con-

tribution by continuing firms versus net birth and deaths. While the Census definition (upper panel)

indicates that continuing M firms only account for 20 percent of the total decline, the HJM definition

(bottom panel) attributes 62 percent of the decline to continuers. This discrepancy highlights the

fact that some portion of exiting manufacturing firms persists, presumably contributing positively to

surviving and new Census firms.

Focusing on NM employment changes in the right columns of Table 1, we find that M firms

account for substantial shares – 16 to 32 percent – of overall NM employment growth. Under the

Census firm definition (Panel A), M firms approximately double their NM employment from 12.6 to

23.9 million workers. Perhaps unsurprisingly, NM firms exhibit even larger level growth, from 35.4 to

95.9 million workers. Nevertheless, the increase in NM employment at M firms accounts for almost

one-fifth (16 percent) of the aggregate increase in NM employment. Among HJM firms (Panel B), M

firms increase their NM employment from 17.4 to 40.2 million, while NM firms increase from 30.6 to

79.6 million workers. Despite this considerable growth at NM firms, M firms account for 32 percent

of the aggregate increase in NM employment under the HJM definition.

Both panels of Table 1 reveal a striking difference in the margins by which M and NM firms

contribute to US structural change. M firms’ growth in NM employment is overwhelmingly driven by

continuing firms. These continuers comprise less than one percent of total firms in 2019 under either

definition, yet account for 15 percent (Census definition) to 26 percent (HJM definition) of aggregate

NM employment growth. By contrast, among NM firms, the bulk of NM employment growth occurs

as a result of net birth-death, with continuing NM firms contributing only 18 to 16 percent of the

aggregate increase.

Prior work has documented a disproportionate role for US multinational firms in the decline of US

M employment (Boehm et al., 2020). While we explicitly consider the role of falling manufactured

input costs due to Chinese imports in promoting within-firm structural change in Section 5, the

mechanism we emphasize still requires US firms’ manufacturing employment shares to fall. If instead

US firms are simply replacing their US M employment with foreign M employment, the patterns we

depict here would represent solely a shift in the location of activities, and not a shift outside of the

firm boundary. To assess this alternative story, we use public data from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis to calculate manufacturing employment in US MNEs’ foreign affiliates. Online Appendix

Figure D4 shows that manufacturing employment at foreign affiliates holds steady and does not offset

the fall in US M workers. The broad patterns we depict here using firms’ US M employment thus

apply to their global activities as well.

M firms’ contribution to US structural change is even larger in payroll terms. Analogous decom-

positions for payroll reported in Appendix Table A1 show that M firms contribute 25 to 40 percent

of NM payroll growth over the same period, with continuing M firms accounting for 17 to 31 percent.

By contrast, NM continuers account for just 16 percent of payroll growth under both firm definitions.

Taken together, these results yield our first structural change fact:
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Fact 1: Continuing manufacturing firms account for a substantial and disproportionate

share (16 to 32 percent) of aggregate non-manufacturing employment growth, and 26 to

40 percent of non-manufacturing payroll growth.

Table 1: Employment Growth in M and NM from 1977 to 2019, by Firm Type and Margin

Panel A: “Census Firms” (Lower Bound)

Manufacturing Emp Non-Manufacturing Emp

Share of Share of

1977 2019 Change Change 1977 2019 Change Change

M Firms 17.7 12.1 -5.7 1.00 12.6 23.9 11.3 0.16

Continuers 5.6 4.5 -1.1 0.20 5.3 15.9 10.6 0.15

Net Birth/Death 12.1 7.5 -4.6 0.80 7.3 7.9 0.7 0.01

NM Firms 35.4 95.9 60.5 0.84

Continuers 5.6 18.2 12.6 0.18

Net Birth/Death 29.8 77.7 47.9 0.67

Total 17.7 12.1 -5.7 1.00 48.0 119.8 71.7 1.00

Panel B: “HJM Firms” (Upper Bound)

Manufacturing Emp Non-Manufacturing Emp

Share of Share of

1977 2019 Change Change 1977 2019 Change Change

M Firms 17.7 12.1 -5.7 1.00 17.4 40.2 22.8 0.32

Continuers 10.8 7.2 -3.5 0.62 13.8 32.5 18.7 0.26

Net Birth/Death 7.0 4.8 -2.1 0.38 3.7 7.7 4.0 0.06

NM Firms 30.6 79.6 48.9 0.68

Continuers 7.1 18.5 11.4 0.16

Net Birth/Death 23.5 61.1 37.5 0.52

Total 17.7 12.1 -5.7 1.00 48.0 119.8 71.7 1.00

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Table presents manufacturing (M) and non-manufacturing (NM) employment

levels in 1977 and 2019, the change in these levels, and the share of the change accounted for by M firms, NM firms,

and continuers versus net birth/deaths within these firm types. M employment is the sum of employment at all

US manufacturing plants. NM employment is the sum of employment at all US establishments classified outside

manufacturing. Census M firms (top panel) are those that ever have an M plant between 1977 and 2019. HJM M firms

(bottom panel) are those that ever have an establishment that was ever in a firm with an M plant in the same year.

Continuing Census firms are those for which the Census lbdfid exists in both years. HJM continuing firms are those

with an establishment in 2019 that was active in 1977. Employment is in millions. There are 27.5 thousand continuing

Census M firms, 46 thousand continuing HJM M firms, and 5.42 million firms in 2019.
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3.2 Structural Transformation Towards Services

We now examine the NM sectors and industries that drive US structural change, show that they are

primarily used as inputs across a wide range of sectors, and compare M versus NM firms’ growth

across these categories.

Business Services (NAICS 5) Figure 1 reports US employment (top panel) and payroll (bottom

panel) by broad NAICS sector and firm type from 1977 to 2019. The first figure in each panel depicts

total employment and payroll, while the second and third and figures differentiate between growth in

M versus NM firms, respectively. We use Census firms and, as in Section 3.1, classify a Census firm

as M if it possess at least one manufacturing plant in at least one year of the sample period.

The starkest trend in Figure 1, depicted in blue, is the dramatic rise in Business Services (NAICS

5). This sector grows from 20 to 28 percent of total employment, and 22 to 40 percent of total payroll.

The next two figures in each panel of Figure 1 decompose the contributions of M and NM firms to

aggregate growth. By definition, M firms’ account for all of the decline in M employment, which falls

32 percent between 1977 and 2016, from 17.7 to 12.1 million. At the same time, M firms increase their

NM employment over the period, but their NM growth is strongly concentrated in Business Services

and Wholesale/Retail. By contrast, NM firms’ growth is distributed more evenly across sectors, with

Health Care (NAICS 62) and Accommodation and Food Services (NAICS 72) also growing strongly.

Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (NAICS 54) To understand what drives

the aggregate growth in Business Services, Figure 2 plots employment and payroll changes, in total

and by firm type, across the six two-digit categories that comprise the sector: Information (NAICS

51), Finance, Insurance (NAICS 52), Real Estate (NAICS 53), Professional, Scientific, and Technical

Services (NAICS 54, hereafter PSTS), Management Services (NAICS 55) and Administrative and

Support Services (NAICS 56). Focusing on total employment and payroll growth, Administrative

Services in purple and PSTS in green account for most of the employment growth.14 In payroll

terms, PSTS dominate all other sectors, including Finance, growing from 3 to 7 percent of overall US

employment and 4 to 11 percent of overall US payroll over the period.

We also examine M versus NM growth across two-digit sectors within Business Services. Most

notably, the flattening in M firms’ Business Services employment growth after 2000 is driven by

declines in Information (51), Finance, Insurance (52), and Real Estate (53), while employment in

PSTS and Management (54 and 55) both increase after the Great Recession. These sectors also

demonstrate strong payroll growth, with Management growing disproportionately more for M versus

NM firms.15

14See Dey et al. (2012) for evidence on the growing use of janitorial and staffing services by manufacturers. They
estimate that these outsourced services, which would be contained in our NM firm measures, were equal to 9 percent of
M employment in 2006.

15Note that under NAICS, Management (551114) contains not only ‘headquarter’ establishments, but also any es-
tablishment that provides more than one support function for other establishments of the firm. For instance, an
establishment that performs in-house R&D and accounting is classified under 551114.
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Figure 1: US Employment and Payroll by Sector and Firm Type

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Figure displays US employment (top panel) and payroll (bottom panel) by
broad NAICS sector and firm type from 1977 to 2019. Other includes Educational (61), Arts, Entertainment and
Recreation (71), Other (81) and Public Administration (92). Payroll data for 1988 are missing.
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Figure 2: US Business Services Employment and Payroll by Sector

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Figure displays US Business Services (NAICS 5) employment (top panel) and
payroll (right panel) by two-digit NAICS sector and firm type from 1977 to 2019. Payroll data for 1988 are missing.

Computer Systems Design (NAICS 5415) Finally, we highlight the growth of industries within

PSTS that provide knowledge services used as inputs in production. Figure 3 decomposes this sector’s

growth into its four-digit NAICS components: Legal Services (5411), Accounting (5412), Architectural

and Engineering (5413), Specialized Design (5414), Computer Systems Design (5415), Management,

Scientific, and Technical Consulting (5416), Research and Development (R&D - 5417), and Other,

which combines Advertising (5418) and Other (5419) services.

As indicated in the figure, Computer Systems Design (5415), in solid green, exhibits the largest

growth over the sample period, in both employment and payroll terms. Its employment increases to

1.9 million in 2019, or from 0.02 to 1.5 percent of overall US employment, while its share of overall

US payroll increases from 0.03 to 2.8 percent.16

The right two figures in each panel of Figure 3 decompose PSTS growth by firm type. While NM

firms exhibit significant employment growth in all sub-sectors except for Specialized Design Services

(5414), M firms’ growth is concentrated in just three of them: Architectural and Engineering Services

16Establishments providing these services are far more difficult to measure and analyze using SIC codes because under
that industry classification system, vertically integrated establishments that primarily served other establishments of
their firm were classified in the industry that they served. For example, an automobile manufacturing firm’s R&D lab
would be classified in automobile manufacturing. We are able to track these establishment during both the SIC and
NAICS eras here using the Fort and Klimek (2018) NAICS codes discussed above.
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Figure 3: PSTS Employment and Payroll by Sector and Firm Type

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Figure displays US Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (NAICS
54) employment (top panel) and payroll (bottom panel) by four-digit NAICS sector and firm type from 1977 to 2019.
Payroll data for 1988 are missing.

(5413), Computer Systems Design (NAICS 5415), and R&D (5417). This differential growth is even

starker in payroll terms, where M firms’ growth is notably different from NM firms. These sectors

are most relevant for manufacturing both because they constitute an important input (e.g., R&D),

and because they are complementary with the physical good (e.g., computers and Computer Systems

Design).

We summarize the empirical results from this subsection as our second structural change fact:

Fact 2: US aggregate employment is moving towards services and especially technology

and skill-intensive Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (PSTS).

3.3 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services as Inputs

A distinctive feature of Business Services, and PSTS in particular, is that they are disproportionately

used as inputs in production rather than for final household consumption. In Figure 4, we use data

from the 1997 US supply-use input-output table to report the share of aggregate expenditures on

each two-digit NAICS sector not consumed by final households.17 We use 1997 because it is halfway

17Besides final household consumption, remaining expenditures are expensed as intermediate inputs or as investment
by businesses. We remove government expenditures when computing intermediate use shares since it is not clear how
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through our sample period and the earliest NAICS-based year, but we find similar results for other

years. We find that Wholesale (NAICS 42), Management Services (NAICS 55) and Professional,

Scientific and Technical Services (NAICS 54) are predominantly consumed as inputs, while Healthcare

(NAICS 62), Education (NAICS 61), and Retail (NAICS 44-45) are predominantly consumed by

households. The growth of PSTS documented above is thus largely driven by intermediate input

demand rather than changing shares across final consumption goods. By combining the aggregate

growth depicted in Figures 2 and 3 with the input shares in Figure 4, we obtain our third fact about

US structural change:

Fact 3: A substantial component of US structural change is reallocation towards service

inputs rather than final goods. Input services account for 44 percent of NM employment

growth and 54 percent of payroll growth.

Figure 4: Share of Expenditures Consumed as Inputs in 1997

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis and authors’ calculations. Figure displays the share of expenditures on goods and
services from each sector consumed as intermediate inputs or as investment (i.e., not consumed by final households).
Data are from the detailed 1997 US Supply-Use Table at producer prices.

3.4 Within-Firm Reallocation Towards Services

In this section we examine whether the pivoting from Manufacturing to PSTS depicted in Figure

3 takes place within firms by examining the evolution of manufacturing employment shares among

firms that end the sample period with employment in one or more of the four-digit NAICS PSTS

sub-sectors, e.g., R&D (NAICS 5417). Results are restricted to firms that continue from 1977 to 2016.

For each year and four-digit sub-sector, we report the weighted average share of firms’ manufacturing

employment, by year, using 2016 employment in the corresponding four-digit sub-sector as weights.18

Figure 5 depicts two clear trends. First, manufacturing employment shares in 2016 are notably

higher in the same three PSTS industries in which M firms grew their NM employment and payroll over

the period: Architectural and Engineering (NAICS 5413), Computer Systems Design (NAICS 5415),

the government allocates expenditures across intermediate versus final use.
18A given firm may contribute to the average in more than one line in Figure 5 if it has end-year employment in more

than one Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services (PSTS) sector.
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and R&D (NAICS 5417).19 On average, firms with employment in these three industries have 15 to 20

percent of their total employment in manufacturing. Second, these firms’ manufacturing employment

shares fall significantly over time. For example, firms with Computer Systems Design employment in

2016 saw their average manufacturing employment share more that halve over the period, falling from

about 40 percent in 1977 to about 15 percent in 2016. By contrast, firms with Legal and Accounting

Services employment in 2016 have almost no manufacturing employment throughout the period.

Figure 5: Firm Pivoting from Manufacturing into PSTS from 1977-2016

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Sample is continuing firms with Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
(NAICS 54) employment in 2016. Figure displays the share of manufacturing in the employment of these firms in each
year.

These patterns indicate that firms engaged in PSTS activities in 2016 pivoted from manufacturing

into these services over time, either to embed higher levels of service inputs into their own physical

products (functional structural change) or to produce these services for others (sectoral structural

change).

Although Census disclosure rules preclude us from providing specific examples or showing the

detailed transition paths along which these firms transform, we exploit publicly available data from

Compustat to fill this gap. Specifically, we calculate a transition matrix for continuing Compustat

firms from 1987 (the earliest year on a NAICS basis) to 2018, where the rows and columns correspond

to firms’ reported major NAICS sector in the beginning and end years. As shown in Online Appendix

Table C8, M firms transition most into Data Processing (518) and Computer Systems Design (5415).

Moreover, in line with the hypothesis that these firms redeploy their production expertise in related

services, the pivoting firms were initially engaged in Computer and Electronics manufacturing (NAICS

334).20

The patterns in Figure 5, along with concrete examples from Compustat, suggest that M firms

19We use 2016 employment here since these statistics were calculated in an earlier disclosure.
20Specific examples of these pivoters from the publicly available Compustat data are IBM, National Cash Register

Company, and Unisys.
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pivot into NM sectors related to their past activities and provide our fourth fact on US structural

change:

Fact 4: Manufacturing firms’ pivot towards a subset of growing NM input sectors that

relate to their past manufacturing activities.

3.5 Auxiliary Establishments as Knowledge Plants

The transitions noted in the previous section suggest that knowledge from production in one sec-

tor (e.g., computers) may facilitate firms’ entry into others (e.g., computer systems design). In this

section, we show that auxiliary establishments are plausible generators and repositories of such pro-

prietary intangible capital.

3.5.1 Characteristics of Auxiliary Establishments

Auxiliaries are plants that primarily serve other establishments of their firm, such as an R&D lab

or a warehouse. They are present in 92 six-digit NAICS industries in the following seven two-digit

NAICS sectors: Transportation (48), Warehousing (49), Information (51), PSTS (54), Management

(55), Administrative and Support (56), and Repair (81).21

We first assess how auxiliaries differ from non-auxiliaries in terms of employment, sales, and wages

within the same detailed six-digit industry using the following regression specification:

yift = β0Auxift +Xift + εift, (1)

where Auxift is an indicator equal to one if establishment i at firm f in year t is an auxiliary. Baseline

controls Xift include a set of establishment age fixed effects (indicators for birth, 1 to 4 years, 5 to 9

years, 10 to 20 years and 20+ years), six-digit NAICS fixed effects, location (FIPS code) fixed effects,

and year fixed effects. For outcomes yift, we consider the log of establishment employment, sales, and

wage (payroll/employment). We limit the sample to six-digit NAICS industries that have auxiliary

establishments. Since all establishments classified in NAICS 551114 are auxiliaries, we exclude NAICS

55 from this analysis.22

Table 2 presents results from estimating equation (1) via OLS. Although columns 1 and 3 indi-

cate that auxiliary establishments are 76 and 97 log points larger than non-auxiliaries in terms of

employment and sales, these size premia are due to the fact that they belong to large firms. In fact,

once we control for firm age, the log number of establishments in the firm, and the corresponding

firm-level variable for each column, we find that auxiliaries are actually 7.8 and 15.8 percent smaller

than non-auxiliaries in terms of employment and sales, respectively. Since the sales measure only

captures sales to external customers, this result is in line with auxiliaries focusing on in-house service

provision.

21Within these broad sectors, there is considerable variation in terms of the number of four- and six-digit NAICS
sub-sectors in which they appear. Of note, auxiliaries are present in all four-digit sub-sectors of PSTS, though their
importance varies considerably across them and over time.

22It is unclear whether establishments in 551111 or 551112 are auxiliaries, and these sectors are too small to disclose.
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Table 2: Auxiliary Establishment Premia

Dependent variable is the log of variable in column for establishment i, in industry j, and year t

ln(empijt) ln(salesijt) ln(wageijt)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Auxijt 0.764*** -0.078*** 0.970*** -0.158*** 0.383*** 0.064***
(0.027) (0.021) (0.025) (0.021) (0.016) (0.011)

Adj. R-Squared 0.22 0.84 0.24 0.86 0.35 0.95
Observations (000s) 4,389 4,389 4,389 4,389 4,389 4,389

Firm Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes

Source: EC and author’s calculations. Table presents results from estimating equation (1) via OLS in each
EC year from 1977 to 2012. Auxijt is an indicator for whether the establishment primarily serves other es-
tablishments in its firm. Sample limited to six-digit NAICS industries with auxiliary establishments. All re-
gressions include six-digit NAICS, FIPs, and year fixed effects. Firm controls are firm age categories (births,
1-4, 5-9, 10-19, and 20+), the log number of establishments, and the firm-level counterpart of the dependent
variable. Standard errors are clustered by firm.

Results in columns 5 and 6, however, indicate that auxiliaries pay higher wages compared to their

peers in the same sub-sector, even when controlling for their firms’ characteristics. They are 38 log

points higher in Column 5 and 6.4 points higher in Column 6. Together, the results in Table 2 are

consistent with the premise that auxiliaries focus on providing services in-house using higher-skill

workers than non-auxiliaries within the same industry.

3.6 Characteristics and Behavior of Firms with Auxiliaries

In this section, we examine the relative attributes and behavior of firms with auxiliaries. We find

that they are larger and older than other firms, and that firm growth and pivoting are both increasing

in firms’ share of auxiliary employment.

Firms with auxiliaries are rare, comprising less than one percent of firms over our sample pe-

riod. On average, auxiliaries account for 17 percent of these firms’ employment, with Management

(NAICS 55) auxiliaries, commonly known as “headquarters”, being the most prominent, on average

representing 14 percent of employment.23

To gauge how firms with auxiliaries differ from other firms, we estimate

yft = β0Auxft + β1EmpShft(Aux) +
∑
j∈N2

γjEmpShft(j) +Xft + εft, (2)

where Auxft is an indicator equal to one if firm f in year t has any auxiliary establishments, and

EmpShft(Aux) is the share of the firm’s employment in auxiliaries. We also include controls for

EmpShft(j), which capture the firm’s employment shares outside auxiliaries across all two-digit

NAICS sectors, to ensure that our auxiliary measure does not simply capture activity across potential

23Online Appendix Table E10 presents the mean and standard deviation of auxiliary employment shares for all firms
with auxiliaries.
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auxiliary sectors more generally. Xft includes fixed effects for the main four-digit NAICS of the firm

(based on employment), and year. We consider the log of firm employment, the log of firm sales, the

log number of establishments, and firm age as dependent variables. The sample consists of all firms

in the Economic Censuses in 1977, 1987, 1997 and 2007.24

Table 3: Auxiliary Firm Premia

Dependent variable is the log of variable in column for firm f in year t

ln(empft) ln(salesft) ln(estabsft) Ageft

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Auxft 3.481*** 3.840*** 3.690*** 4.023*** 2.186*** 2.431*** 5.310*** 5.557***

(0.008) (0.011) (0.009) (0.012) (0.006) (0.008) (0.029) (0.040)

EmpShft(Aux) -2.377*** -2.469*** -1.965*** -2.294***

(0.056) (0.063) (0.033) (0.217)

Adj. R-Squared 0.20 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.35 0.36 0.24 0.24

Observations (Mill) 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.2

Non-Aux Emp Shares No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

Source: EC and author’s calculations. Table presents results from estimating equation (2) via OLS, for EC years from 1977 to 2007.
Auxft is an indicator for whether the firm has an auxiliary establishment. EmpShft(Aux) is the firm’s share of employment in auxil-
iaries. For firms with an auxiliary, the mean and standard deviation of their auxiliary employment share are 0.17 and 0.19, respectively.
All regressions include fixed effects for the firm’s main four-digit NAICS (by employment) and year. Standard errors are clustered by
firm. Non-Aux Emp Shares are the share of non-auxiliary employment by two-digit NAICS.

Table 3 presents the results from estimating equation (2) via OLS. We find that firms with

auxiliaries are substantially larger, older, and have more establishments. All of these premia are

decreasing in a firm’s share of auxiliary employment. Since the average firm with an auxiliary has

17 percent of its employment in auxiliaries (Online Appendix Table E10), the average firm with an

auxiliary is still about 348 log points larger in employment terms and 369 log points larger in sales.25

The fact that the auxiliary firm premia are decreasing in auxiliary employment shares suggests that

these establishments at least partially comprise a fixed cost, since the auxiliary employment does not

seem to scale with firm size.

We next assess the extent to which auxiliary employment may provide a competitive advantage

relative to other firms, and also facilitate transitions across industries. To do so, we estimate how

firm growth and reallocation are associated with the presence and importance of auxiliaries using the

same specification as in equation (2) but with the explanatory variable being the decadal changes in

log employment and sales, or a measure of the industry overlap we refer to as “pivoting”. The latter

is defined as

24We focus on these years so that the sample for these regressions matches the growth premia regressions in Table 4,
both for consistency and to avoid disclosure challenges.

25For employment, a firm with an auxiliary and the average auxiliary employment share is 3.840+(-2.377*0.173)=343
log points larger.
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Pivotft =

1−
∑

j∈NAICS6
min{EmpShft(j), EmpShf,t+10(j)}

 . (3)

This index is a number bounded between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating no overlap in industries (i.e.

more change) from years t to t+ 10, and 0 corresponding to identical proportionate employment (i.e.,

less change) across the decade. Given the significant size and age premia of firms with auxiliaries

documented in Table 3, we also include the log of firm employment, firm age fixed effects, and the

log of the number establishments at the firm in the vector of controls.

Results are reported in Table 4. While firms with auxiliaries do not seem to grow differentially

on average, their growth rate is strongly increasing in their share of auxiliary employment. Firms

with the average share of auxiliary employment (0.173) grow approximately 3.4 percentage points

more relative to firms without auxiliaries (−0.048 + (0.472× 0.173)). This differential growth rate is

even more pronounced for sales, where firms with the average auxiliary employment share grow about

4.2 percentage points more than firms without auxiliaries. Columns 5 and 6 of Table 4 document

the relationship between auxiliary employment and pivoting. A firm with the average auxiliary

employment share pivots by 1.28 (−.013 + (0.149 × 0.173)) points more relative to firms without

auxiliaries.26

26In Online Appendix Table E11, we interact the auxiliary dummy variable with the firms’ auxiliary employment
shares in each of the six sectors in which these establishments appear. The results indicate that the differential growth
and pivoting documented here are driven by auxiliary employment in PSTS (NAICS 54), Management (NAICS 55),
and Transportation and Warehousing NAICS (48-49). The industry descriptions for these sectors, and our results with
respect to wages above, suggest that these are particularly high-skill or technology-intensive sectors.
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Table 4: Auxiliaries and Firm Outcomes

Dependent variable is the 10-year change for firm f in year t of variable in column header

∆ln(empft) ∆ln(salesft) Pivotft

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Auxft 0.00 -0.048*** -0.011 -0.086*** 0.002 -0.013***

(0.007) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.003) (0.003)

EmpShft(Aux) 0.472*** 0.738*** 0.149***

(0.045) (0.059) (0.016)

Adj. R-Squared 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.11 0.11

Observations (Mill) 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9

Firm Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Source: EC and author’s calculations. Table presents results from estimating equation (2) via OLS.
Pivotft, from equation (3), is one minus the firm’s industry employment share overlap between years
t+10 and t. Auxft is an indicator for whether the firm has an auxiliary establishment. EmpShft(Aux)
is the firm’s share of employment in auxiliaries. For firms with an auxiliary, the mean and standard de-
viation of their auxiliary employment share are 0.17 and 0.19, respectively. Firm controls include the
log of employment, age categories, the log number of establishments, the firm’s share of non-auxiliary
employment across two-digit NAICS sectors, and fixed effects for both year and primary NAICS 4 in-
dustry. Standard errors clustered by firm. Sample consists of continuing firms in each decade from
1977 to 2007.

The data indicate that firms with auxiliaries grow faster and transition across industries more than

other firms in the same industry, even after controlling for differences in firm size, age, number of

establishments, and the distribution of firms’ employment across non-auxiliary establishments. These

results are consistent with the idea that auxiliary employment within the firm confers a competitive

advantage and is associated with greater transitions across industries.

We summarize the empirical findings in this section as our fifth fact about US structural change:

Fact 5: Auxiliary establishments have relatively high wages, and firms with auxiliaries

are older, employ more workers, have more establishments and exhibit greater growth and

pivoting as their share of auxiliary employment increases.

4 Theoretical Framework

We develop a model to rationalize the empirical patterns of US structural change presented above.

In our model, firms produce by combining two types of inputs – manufacturing and knowledge –

which are complementary. We view knowledge inputs as activities such as innovation and design that

are crucial to product development and captured by employment in certain PSTS industries. Firms

may produce PSTS in-house, which entails fixed-cost investments in intangible knowledge that are

specific to the firm, but general across sectors. In doing so, firms develop excludable knowledge and

hence have greater ability to pivot across sectors. If structural transformation occurs within firms,
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this intangible knowledge is redeployed from one sector to another. In contrast, if reallocation occurs

through firm entry and exit, it is destroyed.

The model features structural transformation within and across firms. We distinguish between

“sectoral” structural change, in which the reallocation of economic activity towards services occurs

across final consumption expenditure categories (e.g. from apparel to computers), in response for

example to demand shocks, and “functional” structural change, in which this reallocation occurs

when firms shift from using physical to knowledge inputs, in response for example to a decline in

manufacturing input costs. Both sectoral and functional structural change are more likely to occur

within firms with in-house knowledge.

4.1 Preferences

We consider a world of N countries indexed by n, i ∈ N .27 Consumer’s preferences in country n are

defined over consumption indexes (Cnj) of a set of final demand sectors indexed by j ∈ J :

Un =

∑
j∈J

(
ηUnjCnj

) ν−1
ν

 ν
ν−1

, (4)

where ν is the elasticity of substitution across sectors; ηUnj captures the representative consumer’s

relative preferences across sectors; to streamline notation, we suppress the implicit dependence on

time, but take it as understood that we allow all variables to vary over time.

The consumption index for each sector j in destination country n (Cnj) is defined over consumption

(cnjf ) of horizontally-differentiated varieties supplied by firms f ∈ Fij from each origin country i:

Cnj =

∑
i∈N

∑
f∈Fij

c

σj−1

σj

nijf


σj
σj−1

, (5)

where σj is the elasticity of substitution across varieties within sectors. Given this nested constant

elasticity of substitution (CES) demand structure, sales for firm f from origin country i in destination

country n and in sector j (xnijf ) are:

xnijf = p
1−σj
nijf XnjP

σj−1
nj , (6)

where Xnj is expenditure on sector j in destination country n and Pnj is the price index for sector j

in destination country n (dual to equation (5)). Total firm sales (xif ) are the sum of sales across all

sectors within each destination country and across all destination countries served by the firm:

xif =
∑
n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

xnijf =
∑
n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

p
1−σj
nijf XnjP

σj−1
nj , (7)

27Unless otherwise noted, we use n to indicate countries of consumption (destinations) and i to denote countries of
production (origins).
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where Nif is the set of destination countries served by firm f from origin country i and Jnif denotes

the set of sectors in which firm f from origin country i serves destination country n.

4.2 Endowments

Each country i is endowed with an inelastic supply of workers L̄i. Workers make an endogenous

choice between the two occupations of PSTS (superscript S) and production (superscript P ). We

assume that each worker draws an idiosyncratic productivity (zO) for each occupation O ∈ {S, P},
which corresponds to the number of effective units of labor for that occupation. After observing

these idiosyncratic productivity draws, each worker chooses the occupation that offers her the highest

income (vOi = zOwOi ), taking into account both the number of effective units of labor (zO) and the

wage per effective unit of labor (wOi ).

In particular, we assume that idiosyncratic productivity is drawn independently for each worker

and occupation from the following Fréchet distribution: GO(z) = e−A
O
i z
−ε

, where the scale parame-

ter (AOi ) determines average productivity for the occupation, and the shape parameter (ε) controls

the dispersion of idiosyncratic productivity draws. Under these assumptions, each occupation faces

an upward-sloping supply function for workers with a constant elasticity determined by the shape

parameter (ε), such that the share of workers that choose to work in occupation O is:

λOi =
AOi
(
wOi
)ε∑

K∈{P,S}A
K
i

(
wKi
)ε . (8)

Expected income in each occupation, taking into account the idiosyncratic productivity draw, is:

v̄i = ηΦ
1
ε
i , Φi ≡

 ∑
K∈{P,S}

AKi
(
wKi
)ε , (9)

where η ≡ Γ
(
ε−1
ε

)
and Γ (·) is the Gamma function.

Expected worker productivity (average efficiency units of labor) in each occupation is given by

h̄Oi = η
(
Φi/w

O
i

)
. Intuitively, to employ a larger share of workers, an occupation must offer a higher

wage, in order to attract workers with lower idiosyncratic productivity. Therefore, average worker

productivity is decreasing in the wage offered by an occupation, other things equal.

4.3 Final-Good Production

Our specification of production and entry builds on Melitz (2003) to incorporate multiple sectors

and factors of production, with a complementarity between PSTS services and production activities.

In order to enter, a final-good firm must incur an upfront entry cost of fe units of PSTS workers.

Incurring this sunk entry cost creates a horizontally-differentiated brand, which can be used to supply

one variety in each sector j, and reveals the firm’s productivities in each sector (ϕfj). If the firm

chooses to serve a country n in sector j, it must incur an additional fixed market entry cost of FNnj
units of PSTS workers for that country and sector. After incurring this market entry cost, the firm

can supply its variety in sector j to country n at a constant unit cost that depends on its productivity
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in that sector (ϕfj). Additionally, the firm faces iceberg variable trade costs, such that τnij ≥ 1

units of a variety must be shipped from origin country i in sector j in order for one unit to arrive

in destination country n, where τnij > 1 for n 6= i and τnnj = 1. Finally, if a firm decides to enter,

it faces a constant probability of death (δ), which induces ongoing entry and exit of firms in the

steady-state equilibrium of the model.

Unit costs for firm f in sector j in origin country i depend on the cost of performing PSTS (e.g.

research, design, management) and production activities (e.g. assembling, machining, stamping). We

assume that PSTS and production activities are combined with constant elasticity of substitution µj :

which yields the following CES unit cost function

1

θf
γifj =

1

θf

(qSif)1−µj +

((
wPi
)βj (Qij)

1−βj

ϕfj

)1−µj
 1

1−µj

,
0 < µj < 1

0 < βj < 1
, (10)

where θf ≥ 1 is a Hicks-neutral productivity shifter that depends on firm investments in intangible

knowledge; qSif is the cost of PSTS; wPi is the wages of production workers; Qij is the cost of inter-

mediate inputs in sector j in country i; and βj controls the intensity with which production in sector

j involves the use of production workers relative to intermediate inputs.

We model intermediate inputs using roundabout production, in which each sector uses output

from all sectors as intermediate inputs with the same elasticity of substitution between sectors as for

final demand. The cost of intermediate inputs for each sector (Qij) takes the same form as the price

index dual to the utility function (4):

Qij =

∑
k∈J

(
Pik
ηPijk

)1−ν
 1

1−ν

, (11)

where ηPijk controls the relative intensity with which each sector k is used as an input for sector j,

which can differ from the relative preferences for each sector k in consumption (ηUnk 6= ηPijk).

Two aspects of this production technology are noteworthy. First, we assume that PSTS and

production activities are complements (0 < µj < 1), which is in line with the assumption in the

macroeconomics literature that services and goods are complements. Second, we assume that the

same PSTS are used across sectors within firms, which implies that the cost of PSTS inputs is the

same across all sectors within firms (qSifj = qSif for all j), although the relative shares of PSTS and

production activities in unit costs vary across sectors with the firm’s productivity in each sector (ϕfj).

We now turn to examine the determination of this cost of PSTS (qSif ).

4.4 Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

Each final-good firm faces the choice between outsourcing PSTS to a standalone supplier or incurring

a fixed cost of FS units of PSTS workers to undertake them in-house. Each firm also chooses how

much to invest in intangible knowledge to reduce unit costs. We assume that a firm can obtain
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a stock of θf > 1 of intangible knowledge by employing ψ
(
θζf − 1

)
PSTS workers in research.28

The parameter ψ governs the productivity of these investments, while the parameter ζ controls

the convexity of research costs with respect to these investments. We assume that investments in

intangible knowledge are only excludable if PSTS are undertaken within the boundaries of the firm.

Therefore, if a final-good firm incurs the fixed cost of vertically integrating PSTS, only it retains

access to its intangible knowledge. In contrast, if the final-good firm outsources PSTS, its intangible

knowledge diffuses freely to all firms in the economy.

Under these assumptions, the vertical integration and intangible investment decisions become

closely connected. If a firm incurs the fixed cost of vertically integrating PSTS and invests in intangible

knowledge, its exclusive access to this intangible knowledge raises its share of revenue within each

sector. In contrast, if a firm outsources PSTS, any investment in intangible knowledge diffuses freely

to all firms, and leaves the firm’s share of revenue within each sector unchanged. Assuming that each

firm is sufficiently small that its investments in intangible knowledge have a negligible effect on the

sector price index and total sector expenditure, it follows that no firm that outsources PSTS has any

incentive to undertake costly investments in intangible knowledge (θf = 1). In contrast, firms that

vertically integrate PSTS in general undertake positive investments in intangible knowledge (θf > 1),

as determined below.

We assume that PSTS are produced using PSTS service workers according to the following unit

cost function:

qSif = wSi , (12)

where qSif denotes the unit cost of PSTS for firm f in origin country i, and wSi is the wage of PSTS

workers.

We assume that this production technology for PSTS is freely available to all firms. If PSTS are

outsourced, they are produced by a standalone supplier using this technology under conditions of

perfect competition. Therefore, zero profits implies that the price of PSTS equals unit cost, which

is equal to the wage of PSTS workers (wSi ). If PSTS are vertically integrated in-house, they are

produced by the final-good firm using this same technology, which implies that unit cost is again

equal to the wage of PSTS workers (wSi ). Therefore, in either case, the final-good firm’s unit cost

function (10) can be re-written as follows:

1

θf
γifj =

1

θf

(wSi )1−µj +

((
wPi
)βj (Qij)

1−βj

ϕfj

)1−µj
 1

1−µj

. (13)

Under our assumptions, there are only two differences between vertical integration and outsourc-

ing. First, vertical integration requires incurring an additional fixed cost (FS). Second, only final-good

firms that vertically integrate PSTS have an incentive to invest in intangible knowledge (θf > 1).

In contrast, final-good firms that outsource PSTS make zero investments in intangible knowledge

(θf = 1).

28This formulation of research costs ensures that a firm that makes no investment in intangible knowledge (θf = 1)
incurs zero costs, since ψ

(
1ζ − 1

)
= 0.
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4.5 Firm Problem

We assume that final-good producers compete under conditions of monopolistic competition within

each sector. Each firm chooses the number of countries to serve, the number of sectors in which

to serve each country, whether to outsource PSTS or undertake them in-house, its investment in

intangible knowledge, the price to charge for each variety, and inputs of PSTS, production workers,

and intermediates to maximize its profits. Using the unit cost function (13), the firm problem can be

written as follows:

max
{{pnifj},Nif ,Jnif ,ISif ,θf}


∑

n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

pnifjynifj (pnifj)− 1
θf
γifjynifj (pnijf )

−
∑

n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

wSi F
N
nj − ISifwSi FS − wSi ψ

(
θζf − 1

)
 , (14)

where ynifj (pnijf ) is output of firm f from origin country i in each sector j and destination country

n, which is a function of the price chosen for its variety (pnijf ), and ISif is an indicator variable that

equals one if firm f in origin country i chooses to undertake PSTS in-house and zero otherwise.

We characterize the solution to the firm’s problem as follows. First, we solve for the equilibrium

price for the firm’s variety in each country and sector conditional on its choice of the sets of countries

and sectors to serve, its decision whether to organize PSTS in-house, and its investment in intangible

knowledge. Second, we determine a firm’s usage of factor inputs conditional on its market entry,

vertical integration and intangible investment decisions. Third, we characterize the firm’s choice

of the set of countries and sectors to serve conditional on its vertical integration, and intangible

investment decisions. Fourth, we analyze the firm’s vertical integration and intangible investment

decisions.

4.6 Equilibrium Prices

Beginning with the equilibrium pricing rule, profit maximization under CES demand and monopolistic

competition implies that the equilibrium price for each firm variety is a markup over marginal cost:

pnifj =
σj

σj − 1
τnij

1

θf
γifj , (15)

where this markup depends on the constant elasticity of substitution (σj); and marginal costs include

both the unit production cost (γifj/θf ) and the iceberg variable trade cost (τnij).
29

Using this equilibrium pricing rule in the revenue function (6), firm revenue in a given sector and

market is a power function of firm unit costs:

xnifj =

(
σj

σj − 1
τnij

1

θf
γifj

)1−σj
XnjP

σj−1
nj . (16)

29Although we have interpreted intangible knowledge investments as reducing unit costs, an isomorphic interpretation
for equilibrium firm revenue is that they increase product quality.
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4.7 Final-Good Costs

Turning now to the firm’s optimal choice of factor inputs, we establish a number of predictions for

which we provide empirical evidence in Section 5. Using cost minimization, the share of PSTS in the

unit costs of final-good firm f in origin country i in sector j (ξSifj) depends on the prices of PSTS

and production workers in that country (wSi , wPi ), the cost of intermediate inputs in that sector and

country (Qij), and firm productivity (ϕfj):

ξSifj =

(
wSi
)1−µj

(
wSi
)1−µj +

(
(wPi )

βj (Qij)
1−βj

ϕfj

)1−µj . (17)

We now establish some properties of this final-good cost share with respect to shocks to technology

and international trade. Totally differentiating this cost share (17), the log change in the share of

PSTS in firm costs can be linearly decomposed into log changes in factor prices and log changes in

productivity:

d ln ξSifj = (1− µj)
(
1− ξSifj

) [
d lnwSi − βjd lnwPi − (1− βj) d lnQij + d lnϕfj

]
. (18)

Using our assumption that PSTS and production activities are complements (0 < µj < 1), and

holding constant factor prices (d lnwSi = 0 and d lnwPi = 0), equation (18) implies that both produc-

tivity growth (d lnϕfj > 0) and lower prices of intermediate inputs as a result of lower trade costs

(d lnQij < 0) induce structural transformation in the form of a higher share of PSTS in unit costs

(d ln ξSifj > 0).30 The mechanism underlying this structural transformation is the same as that in

the macroeconomics literature on unbalanced productivity growth following Baumol (1967). Whereas

this macroeconomics literature focuses on structural transformation between final-good sectors, our

framework features both this sectoral structural transformation and functional structural transforma-

tion between intermediate activities (PSTS versus production activities), consistent with our stylized

facts above.

We now connect this result for the share of PSTS in overall firm unit costs to the share of PSTS

in labor costs and employment, which are directly observable in the data. We start with the share of

PSTS in labor costs:

ϑSifj =
wSi L

S
ifj

wSi L
S
ifj + wPi L

P
ifj

. (19)

Totally differentiating this share of PSTS in labor costs, we have:

d lnϑSifj =
(
1− ϑSifj

) [
d lnwSi − d lnwPi + d lnLSifj − d lnLPifj

]
. (20)

Therefore, holding constant factor prices (d lnwSi = 0 and d lnwPi = 0), and noting 0 < ϑSifj < 1, a

rise in the share of PSTS in labor costs (d log ϑSifj > 0) goes together with a rise in PSTS employment

30Although we hold factor prices constant here, wages of PSTS (non-production) workers rise faster than those of
production workers during our sample period, which increases the share of PSTS in unit costs under our assumption
that PSTS and production activities are complements.
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relative to production employment (d logLSifj > d logLPifj), and hence an increase in the share of

PSTS in total employment.

To link these changes in labor cost and employment shares to the changes in unit cost shares

examined above, we use the implication of the Cobb-Douglas production technology that expenditures

on intermediate inputs are a constant multiple of the wage bill for production workers:

QijMifj =
1− βj
βj

wPi L
P
ifj , (21)

where Mifj is the quantity of intermediate inputs used by firm f from origin country i in sector j.

Using this linear relationship between intermediate input costs and production worker costs, we

can rewrite the share of PSTS in overall unit costs in equation (17) as:

ξSifj =
wSi L

S
ifj

wSi L
S
ifj + wPi L

P
ifj +QijMifj

=
wSi L

S
ifj

wSi L
S
ifj +

[
1 +

1−βj
βj

]
wPi L

P
ifj

. (22)

Totally differentiating this relationship and using our earlier expressions for the total derivatives

of unit costs (18) and labor costs (20), we find that the change in the share of PSTS in labor costs

(d lnϑSifj) is linearly related to the change in the share of PSTS in unit costs (d ln ξSifj) as follows:

d lnϑSifj =

(
1− ϑSifj
1− ξSifj

)
d ln ξSifj , (23)

where the shares of unit costs (ξSifj) and labor costs (ϑSifj) both lie strictly in between zero and one

for 0 < µj < 1, thereby ensuring that the term in parentheses in equation (23) is strictly positive.

Combining the total derivative of the share of PSTS in unit costs (18) with this linear relationship

between unit cost and labor cost shares in equation (23), we can now characterize the effects of

technology and trade shocks on the shares of PSTS in labor costs and employment. Under our

assumption that PSTS and production activities are complements (0 < µj < 1) and holding constant

factor prices (d lnwSi = 0 and d lnwPi = 0), equations (18) and (23) imply that productivity growth

(d lnϕfj > 0) and lower prices of intermediate inputs due to lower trade costs (d lnQij < 0) raise the

share of PSTS in unit costs (d ln ξSifj > 0) and hence the share of PSTS in labor costs (d lnϑSifj > 0).

From the relationship between the share of PSTS in labor costs and employment levels in equation

(20), and holding constant factor prices (d lnwSi = 0 and d lnwPi = 0), this higher share of PSTS in

labor costs also translates into a higher share of PSTS in employment.

Therefore, using only properties of the firm cost minimization problem, we obtain sharp empirical

predictions for the effect of technology and input price shocks on structural transformation towards

PSTS. In contrast to the macroeconomic literature on sectoral structural transformation, these pre-

dictions are for functional structural transformation between intermediate activities (PSTS versus

production activities). For firms that produce PSTS in-house, this reallocation occur within firms.

For firms that outsource PSTS, this reallocation occur between firms, namely between each final-good

producer and its standalone suppliers.
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4.8 Market Entry

We have thus completed our characterization of the final-good firm’s equilibrium price and factor

input choices. We now turn to its choice of countries and sectors to serve, conditional on its in-house

knowledge production decisions. Using the firm’s equilibrium pricing rule (15) in the definition of

firm variable profits for a given sector and market, we obtain the standard result under CES demand

and monopolistic competition that variable profits are a constant multiple of revenue in that sector

and market:

πnifj =
1

σj
xnifj . (24)

Given this solution for equilibrium variable profits, firm f from origin country i chooses to serve a

given sector j and destination country n if these variable profits exceed their fixed market-entry costs

(FNnj). The set of sectors Jnif served by the firm within a given destination country is thus simply

the set of sectors for which these variable profits exceed the fixed entry costs:

Jnif =

{
j :

1

σj
xnifj − wSi FNnj ≥ 0

}
. (25)

Similarly, the set of countries Nif served by the firm is simply the set of countries for which there

is at least one sector for which these variable profits exceed the fixed market-entry costs:

Nif =

{
n : max

j

{
1

σj
xnifj − wSi FNnj

}
≥ 0

}
. (26)

Conditional on the firm’s vertical-integration decisions, its decision to enter a given sector and

country is independent of its decision to enter any other sector and country, because marginal costs

are constant. Substituting the equilibrium revenue function (16) into equation (25), the zero-profit

condition to enter a given country and sector can be re-written as:

Jnif =

{
j :

1

σj

(
σj

σj − 1
τnij

1

θf
γifj

)1−σj
XnjP

σj−1
nj − wSi FNnj ≥ 0

}
. (27)

This zero-profit condition shows that the model features conventional structural transformation

between sectors in response to technology and trade shocks that affect final demand within each sector

(through sectoral expenditure (Xnj) or the sectoral price index (Pnj)). While the macroeconomics

literature is typically silent as to whether this reallocation occurs through firm entry and exit versus

shifts across activities within firms, our model features both of these margins. As shocks to technology

and trade costs increase variable profits in some sectors and reduce them in others, the set of sectors

chosen by entering firms will change (between-firm reallocation) and incumbent firms will choose to

drop some sectors and add other sectors (within-firm reallocation).

From this zero-profit condition (27), a lower unit cost ( 1
θf
γifj) increases a firm’s variable profits

and expands the set of countries and sectors that it finds it profitable to enter. As discussed in the

previous section, firms that produce knowledge in-house have lower unit costs (θf > 1) than firms

that outsource these services. Therefore, by reducing unit costs and increasing variable profits, these
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investments in intangibles increase the set of countries and sectors in which a firm operates.

4.9 Investments in Intangible Knowledge Capital

Finally, we turn to the final-good firm’s vertical integration and intangible investment decisions. We

already established that firms that outsource PSTS make no investments in intangibles. Therefore,

we first solve for a firm’s optimal investment in intangibles conditional on vertically integrating PSTS.

Taking into account this optimal investment decision, we next determine whether the firm outsources

or vertically integrates PSTS by comparing the firm’s total profits under these two alternatives.

Using the equilibrium revenue function (16), the total profits of a firm across all countries and

sectors can be written as follows:

Πif (ϕ) =
∑

n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

1
σj

(
σj
σj−1τnij

1
θf
γifj

)1−σj
XnjP

σj−1
nj −

∑
n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

wSi F
N
nj

−ISifwSi FS − wSi ψ
(
θζf − 1

) , (28)

which depends on the firm’s vector of productivity draws across sectors {ϕfj} through its vector of

unit costs across sectors {γifj}.
Conditional on incurring the fixed cost of vertically integrating PSTS, the first-order condition

for the firm’s investment in intangibles yields the following optimal investment:

∑
n∈Nif

∑
j∈Jnif

σj − 1

σj

(
σj

σj − 1
τnijγifj

)1−σj
XnjP

σj−1
nj

(
θ∗if
)(σj−1)−ζ = ζψwSi , (29)

which depends on the firm’s vector of productivity draws across sectors {ϕfj} through its vector

of unit costs across sectors {γifj}. As a firm that makes no investment in intangibles has a unit

productivity (θf = 1), only firms for which there is an interior solution in which θ∗f > 1 make positive

investments in intangibles. For sufficiently convex research costs (ζ > (σj − 1)), this optimal positive

investment in intangibles is finite (1 < θ∗f <∞).

From this solution for equilibrium investment in intangibles and the unit cost function (13), firms

with higher sector-level productivity draws (the set of {ϕfj}) have lower unit costs, which increases

total firm profits in equation (28) on both the intensive margin (higher profits within each sector and

country) and the extensive margin (entry into more sectors and countries). These higher total profits

in turn raise the return to intangible investments and thus their equilibrium level. This role for the

extensive margin of the range of sectors and countries served in influencing equilibrium intangible

investment implies that there is an interdependence between a firm’s decisions to serve each sector

and country and its level of intangible investment. On the one hand, serving an additional sector and

country raises the return to intangible investment. On the other hand, an increased investment in

intangibles raises the variable profits from entering each sector and country.

Given the solution for the firm’s optimal investment in intangibles (θ∗if ) implicitly defined by

equation (29), we have determined a firm’s total profits from vertically integrating PSTS. A firm

chooses to produce PSTS in-house if the total profits from doing so exceed those from outsourcing
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them. As vertical integration requires an additional fixed cost FS , only the most productive firms find

it profitable. Through this selection mechanism, the model rationalizes our empirical findings above

that firms that vertically integrate PSTS (as measured by auxiliary establishments in the data) are

substantially larger. Furthermore, the sector-neutral productivity advantage from in-house knowledge

capital (θf > 1) means these firms have lower unit costs across all sectors, and hence are more likely

to be able to pivot to other sectors in response to shocks.

4.10 General Equilibrium

The empirical predictions discussed above and examined below are derived from the firm’s optimiza-

tion problem for given sectoral expenditures (Xnj), sectoral price indices (Pnj), PSTS wages (wSi )

and production worker wages (wPi ). In this section, we briefly discuss closing the model to determine

these variables in general equilibrium.

The general equilibrium of the model is referenced by the following variables: (i) the set of sectors

served for each country (Jni (ϕ)) and the set of countries served (Ni (ϕ)) as a function of a firm’s

productivity vector across sectors (ϕ); (ii) an indicator variable for whether a firm vertically integrates

PSTS (ISi (ϕ)) as a function of its productivity vector; (iii) investment in intangibles as a function of a

firm’s productivity vector (θ (ϕ)); (iv) the wage for PSTS workers (wSi ); (v) the wage for production

workers (wPi ); (vi) the employment shares for PSTS and production (λSi , λPi ); (vii) the price index

for each sector and country (Pnj); and (viii) aggregate expenditure for each country (Xn). All other

endogenous variables can be determined as functions of these elements of the equilibrium vector.

General equilibrium is determined by the following equilibrium conditions: (i) a firm with each

productivity vector makes non-negative profits from all sectors and countries that it enters; (ii) a firm

with each productivity vector incurs the fixed cost to vertically integrate PSTS if this yields higher

total profits than outsourcing PSTS and vice versa; (iii) investment in intangibles equals zero for

productivities for which firm’s outsource PSTS and is chosen to maximize profits for productivities

for which firms vertically integrate; (iv) the labor market for PSTS workers clears; (v) the labor

market for production workers clears; (vii) workers’ choice of occupation maximizes their income;

(vii) revenue in each sector and country equals expenditure on goods produced in that sector and

country; (viii) free entry ensures that the expected value of entry is equal to the sunk entry cost.

4.11 Sectoral and Functional Structural Change Within and Between Firms

The model thus provides a framework for understanding the five facts about US structural change

presented in Section 3. First, manufacturing firms can contribute to aggregate non-manufacturing

employment growth as they shift among final-good sectors (sectoral structural transformation) and

as they reallocate towards services inputs in response to reductions in production costs (functional

structural transformation). Second, to the extent that reductions in production input costs drive

functional structural change, aggregate employment moves towards skill-intensive Professional, Sci-

entific, and Technical Services used as knowledge inputs within the firm. Third, as employment in

this sector grows, it contributes to greater structural change towards service inputs versus outputs.

Fourth, non-manufacturing firms can supply a different mix of services than manufacturing firms,
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which arises because they have a different mix of final-good sectors in the model. Finally, firms with

proprietary in-house knowledge capabilities, i.e., auxiliaries, have greater Hicks-neutral productivity

θf , which makes them bigger, more likely to survive, more capable of pivoting across sectors.

In the next section, we exploit the China shock to provide identified evidence in support of our

assumption that PSTS and manufactured inputs are complements. In addition, we use firms’ initial

auxiliary status to assess the importance of in-house provision of PSTS in mediating firms’ responses

to shocks.

5 Firm Structural Transformation and Intangible Knowledge

In this section, we provide empirical evidence in support of four predictions generated by the model.

First, firms respond differently to shocks that affect the relative profitability of their final-good sectors

(“output shocks”) versus shocks that alter the relative costs of their physical inputs (“input shocks”).

Second, shocks that lower the cost of firms’ physical inputs induce within-firm structural transfor-

mation towards services due to the complementarity between knowledge and physical inputs. Third,

firms with in-house knowledge workers are more responsive to output and input shocks, because opti-

mal use of these workers is also affected by the shocks. Finally, firms with in-house knowledge will be

more responsive to a positive input shock, as this intangible capital lowers their production costs in

all sectors thereby facilitating their movement into other industries that use those inputs. Moreover,

this effect will be particularly strong if in-house knowledge does not fully depreciate in response to

shocks.

To assess these predictions, we follow a large empirical literature and use the “China shock” as a

source of quasi-experimental variation. Our approach differs from past work on the China shock in

three ways. First, we construct separate output and input shocks. Second, we compute exposure to

these shocks at the firm level using detailed information on firms’ output and input product-mixes,

which vary relative to peers within the same industry. Third, we investigate the role of firm knowledge

capital in mediating firm-level responses by interacting the shocks with firms’ auxiliary status. We use

auxiliary status at the beginning of the sample period to mitigate potential endogeneity associated

with firms’ decisions to operate auxiliaries.

5.1 Measuring Shocks to Input and Output Prices

We exploit the substantial growth of Chinese exports during the middle of our 1977 to 2019 sample

period to measure variation in competition in firms’ outputs and inputs. In terms of our model,

we interpret increased output competition as a reduction in Pnj , which lowers residual demand for

the firm’s products, and increased input competition as a reduction in Qij , which lowers the firm’s

unit costs. To identify plausibly exogenous variation in these prices, we focus on Chinese imports in

high-income European countries. Using data from Comtrade, we compute the 1997 to 2007 change

in China’s EU import market shares across industries as our measure of increased competition.31 We

31As in Antràs et al. (2017), we focus on market-shares rather than levels, e.g., Autor et al. (2013), which differences
out common shocks from the numerator and denominator of these market shares.
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find that China’s market share gains in Europe across industries range from -0.07 to 0.62, with a

mean of 0.09 and median of 0.09.

Our empirical strategy exploits the fact that increased Chinese competition may affect firms

differently when it occurs in their input markets. To demonstrate the potential for the same underlying

shock to affect outcomes through the output versus input channels, we calculate the implied ‘input’

shock for a representative firm in each industry using input expenditure weights across industries

from the 1997 input-output (IO) tables from the BEA. The input shock is smaller on average, with

a range of -0.003 to 0.164, a mean of 0.047, and a median of 0.05. Appendix Figure A1 plots these

six-digit NAICS input and output shocks, which have a correlation coefficient of 0.47.

A novel contribution of our estimation is to utilize detailed data from the Product and Material

Trailers of the Census of Manufacturers on the products firms produce and the material inputs they

purchase. As a result, exposure to shocks varies across firms producing in the same industry, and

the input exposure is not defined simply by a firm’s mix of output industries. We define firm f ’s

output exposure as the sales-weighted average change in China’s EU market share across the six-digit

NAICS manufacturing industries it sells in 1997, using the concordance from Pierce and Schott (2012)

to aggregate the Harmonized System trade data to the NAICS level,

∆Outputf =
∑

j∈Manuf

Sales1997fj

Sales1997f

∆ChinaMarketShareEUj , (30)

where Sales1997fj is the firm’s sales in the six-digit manufacturing NAICS industry j in 1997 and

∆ChinaMarketShareEUj is the 1997 to 2007 change in China’s market share in the EU (relative

to other non-US producers) in that six-digit NAICS industry. The denominator used to construct

these weights, Sales1997f , is the firm’s total sales in both manufacturing and non-manufacturing, which

allows for predominantly non-manufacturing firms to be naturally less affected by import competition.

Similarly, we define firm f ’s input exposure as the expenditure-weighted average change in China’s

EU market share across the six-digit goods it purchases as inputs in 1997:

∆Inputf =
∑

j∈Manuf

Expenditures1997fj

Expenditures1997f

∆ChinaMarketShareEUj , (31)

where Expenditures1997fj is the firm’s purchases of inputs in the six-digit NAICS manufacturing in-

dustry j, and the denominator Expenditures1997f is a measure of the firm’s total variable costs, which

allows firms that are either predominantly non-manufacturing or manufacturing but more labor in-

tensive to be naturally less affected by import competition shocks in manufacturing input markets.

For firms with missing material expenditures, we calculate input usage across their output products

using the implied ‘input’ exposure constructed from the IO tables, as described above. In the firm-

level data, the average output and input exposures are 0.14 and 0.06, respectively, with a correlation

coefficient of 0.17.32

32This correlation drops to 0.05 after residualizing on control variables used in the main regression specification.
Prior research on the impact of China on US outcomes uses the aggregate IO table approach (Pierce and Schott, 2016;
Acemoglu et al., 2016), or assumes that a firm’s imports of all goods outside its main three-digit industry represent
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We follow a reduced-form approach in which we regress the outcome variables directly on these

instruments. In Appendix Table A4 we show that the instruments are strongly correlated with the

change in Chinese import penetration in the United States, with correlations of 0.52 and 0.66 for

outputs and inputs, respectively. We provide first-stage estimates in Online Appendix Table G15.

5.2 Empirical Specification

To estimate the effect of increased output and input market competition on the level and composition

of firms’ employment and sales, we regress changes in firm-level outcomes on the instruments:

∆Outcomef =βO∆Outputf + βOA∆Outputf ×Aux1997f + βOE∆Outputf × ln(Emp1997f ) (32)

+ βI∆Inputf + βIA∆Inputf ×Aux1997f + βIE∆Inputf × ln(Emp1997f )

+ βAAux
1997
f + βEln(Emp1997f ) + βXX

1997
f + εf ,

where ∆Outcomef denotes the firm’s 1997 to 2007 growth rate in employment or sales.

We focus on a balanced panel of firms with manufacturing establishments in 1997. These firms

account for 61 percent of US manufacturing employment in 1997, and 26 of the aggregate decline.

While the sample consists of continuing firms, firms may shut down all their manufacturing plants

over the period, or expand into non-manufacturing. In fact, the sample accounts for 10 percent of US

NM employment in 1997, and 20 percent of aggregate NM growth over the period. To capture these

changes, we compute growth rates following Davis et al. (1996), where entry or exit into M or NM is

measured as 2 and -2, respectively:

∆Outcomef ≡ (Outcome2007f −Outcome1997f )/((Outcome2007f +Outcome1997f )/2). (33)

We interact firms’ output and input exposures (∆Outputf and ∆Inputf ) with their auxiliary

status in 1997 (Aux1997f ) to assess our hypothesis that in-house knowledge plants affect firms’ ability

to grow in complementary service sectors in response to manufactured input-cost reductions. Since

firms with auxiliaries are considerably larger, we also interact the log of firm employment in 1997,

ln(Emp1997f ), with both shocks to ensure that our auxiliary-by-shock interactions do not simply reflect

a differential impact of the shock on large versus small firms.

In all our specifications we also include a vector of controls for firm attributes in 1997, X1997
f ,

that consists of age quintiles, the log number of establishments, and fixed effects for the firm’s main

four-digit NAICS industry (by employment). The industry fixed effects remove substantial across-

industry variation in outcomes documented in the literature (Autor et al., 2013; Pierce and Schott,

2016), but also address potential concerns about industry-level demand and technology trends that

might drive correlated changes in Chinese market share change in Europe and US manufacturers’ shift

into services. We also control for the sums of shares used to construct the output and input shocks:

(i) the share of manufacturing in the firm’s total sales, and (ii) the share of manufacturing inputs in

inputs (Mion and Zhu, 2013). Additional details on our variable construction are in the Online Appendix F.
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the firm’s total variable expenditures. These “incomplete sum of shares” address the possibility that

output and input shocks might capture manufacturing intensity rather than exposure to increased

competition (Borusyak et al., 2021).33 We two-way cluster the standard errors by the firm’s main

output and input industries.34

The coefficients {βO, βI} in equation (32) identify the impact of Chinese input and output exposure

among comparable firms, i.e., those in the same four-digit NAICS industry and of similar age, size,

and number of establishments. The interaction coefficients {βOA, βOE , βIA, βIE} capture the extent

to which the impact of this exposure differs by firms’ auxiliary status and size.

5.3 Results

We present our main estimation results for firm sales and employment growth from 1997 to 2007 in

Table 5. Panel A reports employment results, while Panel B contains the sales results. Since our focus

is on how different firms respond to shocks, we report unweighted regressions, but include interactions

between the shocks and firm size in the second column for each outcome variable. Columns 1 and

2 report estimates for firms’ total activity (both manufacturing and non-manufacturing); Columns

3 and 4 present estimates for manufacturing activity; and Columns 5 and 6 give estimates for non-

manufacturing activity.

Consistent with most prior work, Panel A displays large, negative, and statistically significant

effects of the output shock on firms’ total, M, and NM employment.35 Although the first columns

for both total and M employment suggest that this impact is statistically significant only for firms

with auxiliaries, the second columns for each of these variables reveal that the effect of the output

shock is strongly increasing in firm size, as rationalized by Holmes and Stevens (2014). The estimates

in Column 2 imply that a 10 percentage point increase in China’s EU market share in the outputs

of a firm with 500 employees decreases its total employment by 3.9 percent if it does not have

auxiliaries, and 8.2 percent if it does. These large declines are predominantly driven by manufacturing

employment. The estimates in Columns 5 and 6 indicate that the same output shock would reduce

a firm’s non-manufacturing employment by 5.6 percent, independently of its size, but only if it

had auxiliaries prior to the shock. The fact that the output shock only affects non-manufacturing

employment for firms with in-house knowledge plants is precisely in line with the premise that those

plants provide inputs into firms’ manufacturing sales.

33Though not shown in equation (32), we interact these sum-of-share controls with Aux1997f to ensure that any
differential effects we estimate for firms with auxiliaries are not similarly biased. When we include the interaction
between the shocks and firm size, we also interact firm size with these sum-of-share controls.

34The latest research on shift-share analyses emphasizes the importance of adjusting the standard errors to address
the mismatch between the levels at which the shocks are observed versus applied, as in Adão et al. (2019) or Borusyak
et al. (2021). Our application differs from the settings studied in those papers, because we construct and utilize multiple
shift-share shocks with differing Bartik weights. By two-way clustering at the firm’s main output and input industry
levels, we match the level of aggregation of the shocks themselves, following Bertrand et al. (2004). We thank Kirill
Borusyak for this suggestion. In Online Appendix Section G.5, we also present results from Monte Carlo simulations
that suggest the two-way clustering we implement suitably addresses potential correlations across firms through output
or input mixes.

35These results seem at odds with Bloom et al. (2019) who argue that the China shock led plants to switch from M
to NM sectors. An important distinction here is that our analysis is at the firm level, whereas that paper analyzes local
labor markets.
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Table 5: Effects of Output and Input Shocks on Firm Sales and Employment

Dependent variable is the DHS growth rate from 1997 to 2007 of firm-level outcome indicated in column header

Panel A: Employment
Total Emp Manuf Emp Non-Manuf Emp

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Output Shock -0.046 0.324* -0.064 0.465* 0.068 0.132
(0.092) (0.196) (0.113) (0.271) (0.066) (0.211)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f -0.703*** -0.433** -1.110*** -0.709** -0.636** -0.579**

(0.208) (0.210) (0.262) (0.312) (0.248) (0.256)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) -0.115** -0.164** -0.018

(0.049) (0.067) (0.059)
Input Shock -0.024 -0.067 -0.149 -0.238 0.094 -0.224

(0.200) (0.450) (0.192) (0.440) (0.158) (0.543)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 0.465 0.457 0.149 0.135 1.725*** 1.537***

(0.565) (0.533) (0.497) (0.510) (0.646) (0.551)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.018 0.034 0.091

(0.130) (0.138) (0.140)

R2 0.115 0.116 0.082 0.084 0.058 0.059

Panel B: Sales
Total Sales Manuf Sales Non-Manuf Sales

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Output Shock -0.036 0.615** -0.046 0.875*** 0.105 0.075
(0.127) (0.237) (0.154) (0.318) (0.067) (0.195)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f -0.690*** -0.192 -1.307*** -0.591* -0.234 -0.250

(0.232) (0.210) (0.306) (0.338) (0.369) (0.391)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) -0.201*** -0.283*** 0.009

(0.060) (0.077) (0.054)
Input Shock -0.127 -0.163 -0.214 -0.322 0.140 0.229

(0.162) (0.569) (0.203) (0.662) (0.162) (0.438)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 0.014 0.031 -0.129 -0.128 1.569** 1.619***

(0.579) (0.481) (0.516) (0.502) (0.641) (0.598)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.020 0.045 -0.026

(0.169) (0.194) (0.111)

R2 0.075 0.077 0.067 0.069 0.067 0.067
Observations 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EC and author’s calculations. Table presents results from estimating equa-
tion (32) via OLS. Aux1997f is an indicator for whether the firm has one or more auxiliary establishments in 1997. Davis-

Haltiwanger-Schuh (DHS) growth rate is DHSf = (x2007f − x1997f )/((x2007f + x1997f )/2). All regressions include firm-level con-

trols for age, the log number of establishments, the share of sales in manufacturing and its interaction with Aux1997f , the share

of materials in manufacturing costs and its interaction with Aux1997f , and four-digit NAICS fixed effects. Columns 2, 4, and 6

include the manufacturing sales and cost shares interacted with ln(Emp1997f ). Standard errors are two-way clustered by firm’s
primary output and input NAICS.
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Results for the input shock are quite different. There is no statistically significant impact on firms’

total or M employment. However, in line with our assumed complementarity between manufactured

and knowledge inputs, we find a positive and significant relationship between the input shock and

NM employment. Indeed, a 10 percentage point increase in China’s market share in a firm’s inputs

raises its NM employment by 19 percent for firms with 500 workers. As this effect is only present for

firms with auxiliaries, it supports our hypothesis that in-house knowledge plants play a key role in

firms’ ability to pivot across complementary sectors.

We illustrate the effects of the China shock on within-firm pivoting by calculating the implied

changes in manufacturing versus non-manufacturing employment using actual changes in Chinese

market shares across industries. We calculate these effects for firms with 500 workers, using the actual

output shocks for each six-digit industry, along with the implied input shocks for a representative

firm in that industry based on the IO table expenditures weights, as depicted in Appendix Figure A1.

The top panel of Figure 6 plots the predicted net effects in log changes on M versus NM employment.

The left-hand side figure uses the estimates for firms with auxiliaries, while the right corresponds

to firms without them. Our estimates imply firm-level manufacturing employment declines in the

vast majority of industries in response to the China shock. By contrast, the predicted changes in

NM employment are positive in most industries. Consistent with the model, these NM employment

responses are magnified for firms with auxiliaries. While the shocks in some industries led to net NM

employment declines for firms, the majority of industry shocks imply NM gains. The net effects of

these output and input shocks thus lead firms to pivot from M to NM employment, and particularly

so if they had in-house knowledge workers prior to the shock.

The bottom panel of Figure 6 depicts the predicted employment effects separately by output

versus input shock, on M employment (left panel) and NM employment (right panel). Here we focus

on a representative firm in each industry with 500 workers and auxiliary employment prior to the

shock (i.e., we decompose the net employment impacts shown in the top-left panel into separate

impacts of the output versus the input shock). The left panel shows that the output shock predicts

large M employment declines in almost every industry, whereas the input shock predicts zero or small

increases in M employment. Consistent with our assumed complementarity between manufactured

inputs and knowledge workers, the right panel demonstrates large and positive predicted effects of

the input shocks on NM employment. While the output shocks continue to predict NM employment

declines for firms in most industries, these are generally at least half the size of the predicted effects

on M employment.

To fix ideas, the estimates imply that a firm in Computer Storage Device manufacturing (NAICS

334112) with 500 employees and the average input (0.12) and output (0.18) exposure would decrease

its M employment by 23 log points from the output shock, with almost no offsetting effect from the

input shock. By contrast, the input shock implies a 23 log point increase in its NM employment,

which is more than double the implied NM reduction of 10 log points from the output shock. In total,

the estimates imply a 9 log point reduction in the firm’s employment, though it pivots considerably

towards NM activities. A firm in Motor Vehicle Body Manufacturing, however, fares quite differently

since the output shock is close to zero (0.005), while the input shock is sizable (0.056), likely due to
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China’s strong growth in metals manufacturing. The estimates imply that a representative firm in

this sector with 500 workers would have no M employment declines, but increase its NM employment

by 10 log points. The implied net effects of the shocks in this industry on total employment is in fact

positive, at 2.4 log points.

Figure 6: Predicted Log Changes in Employment
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Output versus Input Shocks for Firms with Auxiliaries

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EC and author’s calculations. Figure depicts the predicted log changes
in manufacturing (M) and non-manufacturing (NM) employment responses of a representative firm in a six-digit NAICS
industry with 500 employees to the observed output and input shocks in that industry, using three-digit NAICS labels
for expositional ease. Top panel presents net effects of the input and output shocks. Bottom panel presents the gross
effects of the input and output shocks on M (left panel) and NM (right panel) employment for firms with auxiliaries.

We present similar estimates for sales growth in Panel B of Table 5. The output shock has a large,
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negative, and statistically significant impact on firms’ total and M sales that is strongly decreasing

in firm size. The most notable distinction from the employment results in Panel A is that firms’

NM sales do not decrease in response to the output shock. The fact that the output shock reduces

NM employment for firms with auxiliaries but has no statistically significant impact on NM sales is

consistent with firms using NM workers to produce in-house knowledge to support their manufacturing

output. As with employment, the input shock has no statistically significant impact on firms’ total or

M sales, but does raise their NM sales: a 10 percentage point increase in Chinese import competition

in firms’ inputs raises the NM sales of firms with auxiliaries by 17 log points. This result suggests

that functional structural change may itself lead to sectoral structural change, as firms that produce

services in-house eventually sell them to other firms.

In Table 6, we examine the impact of output and input shocks on specific service sectors within

NM. We find that the input shock leads to growth in employment and sales in Professional, Scientific

and Technical Services (NAICS 54-55), Mining, Utilities and Construction (NAICS 21-23), and Trans-

portation and Warehousing (NAICS 48-49).36 By contrast it has no statistically significant effect in

Health, Education, or other Business Services outside of PSTS. These results are in line with the

aggregate patterns depicted in Figure 1. On the other hand, while M firms exhibit strong growth in

Wholesale and Retail, we do not find a statistically significant impact of the input or output shocks

on their employment or sales in these sectors.

Overall, the results in Table 6 suggest that US M firms tilt towards high-skill, technology-intensive

sectors that are inputs into manufacturing in response to the China input shock. These responses

are consistent with functional structural change, in which cheaper manufactured inputs lead firms to

reorient towards complementary knowledge inputs. The fact that firm sales also grow in these sectors,

however, suggests that this functional structural change may also lead to sectoral functional change,

as firms begin to sell those inputs to other firms.37

Although many of the model predictions relate to changes in firm employment shares, we focus on

growth rates here to ensure that our results are not driven solely by declines in firms’ manufacturing

activities. We show that we find similar results for manufacturing employment shares in Appendix

Table A5, and that the output shock increases firm pivoting for firms with auxiliaries. Since our

primary objective is to assess within-firm transformation, the results in this section are based on a

balanced panel of continuing firms. In Online Appendix Table A6, however, we show that the output

shock induces firm exit, whereas the input shock reduces it for smaller firms or those with auxiliaries.

Finally, we consider the role of offshoring in these firm-level adjustments by examining how firm

imports respond to the shock and by estimating our specifications for the subset of non-importers. In

contrast, to the idea that the output shock induced offshoring, results in Appendix Table A5 indicate

that firm imports decline in response to Chinese import competition in the firm’s outputs. The input

shock, however, lead to increased importing, though only for firms with auxiliaries. Offshoring does

36We include NAICS 55 in the resuls for PSTS in Table 6 because establishments that perform two or more PSTS for
their firm are classified in 551114.

37Consider the example from publicly available information of Amazon’s creation of cloud computing services to host
its website traffic. Over time, and in an effort to capitalize on excess capacity it required during the Christmas shopping
period, Amazon began selling those services to other firms.
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Table 6: Effects of Output and Input Shocks on Firm Sales and Employment

Dependent variable is the DHS growth rate from 1997 to 2007 of firm-level outcome indicated in column header

Panel A: Employment
PSTS WR TrWh MUC Other BS AAF Other

(54-55) (42-45) (48-49) (2) (51-53, 56) (71-72) (6,8)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Output Shock 0.244** -0.037 0.006 0.011 0.052 -0.044 0.066
(0.108) (0.114) (0.048) (0.048) (0.065) (0.047) (0.060)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f -0.603** -0.087 -0.297 -0.860*** 0.270 -0.028 0.221**

(0.257) (0.265) (0.221) (0.265) (0.207) (0.084) (0.110)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) -0.081** 0.033 0.009 -0.001 -0.008 0.013 -0.013

(0.033) (0.032) (0.014) (0.016) (0.019) (0.014) (0.017)
Input Shock -0.178 -0.572* 0.000 -0.147 0.053 -0.112 -0.243

(0.224) (0.333) (0.140) (0.265) (0.191) (0.106) (0.159)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 1.324*** 0.391 0.830*** 2.545*** -0.329 0.198* -0.389**

(0.384) (0.416) (0.286) (0.806) (0.268) (0.118) (0.157)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.048 0.153* -0.013 0.059 -0.005 0.027 0.077

(0.066) (0.090) (0.040) (0.085) (0.054) (0.027) (0.047)

R2 0.098 0.045 0.040 0.124 0.031 0.044 0.031
Observations 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500

Panel B: Sales
PSTS WR TrWh MUC Other BS AAF Other

(54-55) (42-45) (48-49) (2) (51-53, 56) (71-72) (6, 8)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Output Shock 0.064 0.050 -0.008 0.019 0.045 -0.041 0.056
(0.095) (0.124) (0.039) (0.041) (0.064) (0.045) (0.052)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f -0.108 -0.138 -0.167 -0.788*** 0.261 -0.049 0.077

(0.318) (0.238) (0.156) (0.281) (0.212) (0.093) (0.104)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) -0.018 0.011 0.010 -0.006 -0.003 0.013 -0.008

(0.028) (0.033) (0.012) (0.012) (0.018) (0.013) (0.014)
Input Shock -0.405** -0.251 -0.229** 0.271 -0.018 -0.109 -0.118

(0.170) (0.341) (0.114) (0.210) (0.179) (0.103) (0.118)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 0.780** 0.229 0.892*** 2.143** -0.100 0.155 -0.136

(0.334) (0.405) (0.231) (0.959) (0.238) (0.126) (0.170)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.118** 0.065 0.052 -0.050 0.010 0.028 0.042

(0.055) (0.091) (0.035) (0.064) (0.049) (0.027) (0.036)

R2 0.042 0.044 0.051 0.270 0.031 0.038 0.028
Observations 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500 73,500

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EC and author’s calculations. Table presents results from estimat-
ing equation (32) via OLS. PSTS is Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (NAICS 54) plus Management (NAICS
55); WR is Wholesale and Retail (NAICS 42-5); TrWh is Transportation and Warehousing (NAICS 48-9); MUC is Min-
ing, Utilities, and Construction (NAICS 2); Other BS is other Business Services (NAICS 51-3,56); AAF is Arts, Accom-
modation and Food Services (NAICS 71-2); Other is Education, Health, and Repair (NAICS 6,8). Aux1997f is an indica-
tor for whether the firm has one or more auxiliary establishments in 1997. Davis-Haltiwanger-Schuh (DHS) growth rate is
DHSf = (x2007f − x1997f )/((x2007f + x1997f )/2). All regressions include firm-level controls for age, the log number of establish-

ments, the share of sales in manufacturing, the share of materials in manufacturing costs, these shares interacted with Aux1997f

and ln(Emp1997f ), and four-digit NAICS fixed effects. Standard errors are two-way clustered by firm’s primary output and in-
put NAICS.
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not seem to be the only channel through which firms adjust, however, as the main results in Table

5 continue to hold when we limit our sample to non-importing firms between 1997 and 2007. This

suggests that Chinese import competition lowered prices for all firms, even if they were not direct

importers.

6 Conclusion

We provide new theory and evidence highlighting a role for firms in the United States’ structural

transformation towards services over the last four decades. To do so, we construct a comprehensive

dataset that tracks US firms and the full range of their establishments’ activities. These data yield

three key insights about structural transformation. First, while most existing research emphasizes

changes in final consumption, we find that a substantial proportion of reallocation occurs towards

business services that are largely used as inputs. Second, we show that a major component of this

reallocation occurs within surviving manufacturing firms, as they pivot away from production and

towards related, high-skill input services. Third, we develop a new measure of in-house investments

in intangible knowledge, based on input-service establishments that primarily serve their firm (e.g.,

an R&D lab), and show that it is correlated with higher growth and pivoting to new industries.

We rationalize these features of the data in a model in which production entails manufacturing

and knowledge services, which are complementary. In addition, firms that perform these knowledge

services in-house (versus purchasing them at arm’s length) develop proprietary intangible capital

that is excludable from other firms, and which leads to differential responses to exogenous changes

in their input and output market prices. Using China’s integration in the global economy as a

natural experiment, we provide empirical evidence in support of these predictions. While greater

import competition in output markets leads to the conventional contraction of firm employment,

increased import competition in firms’ input markets induces structural transformation within firms

from production to knowledge services. Moreover, we find that firms with in-house knowledge workers,

as measured by auxiliary establishments, are more responsive to these output and input market shocks.

Our empirical findings and theoretical framework convey a number of micro and macro impli-

cations. First, in existing research on structural transformation through unbalanced productivity

growth, reallocation of final consumption expenditure and employment across sectors is captured

through the change in a common technology parameter across all firms. In contrast, when structural

transformation occurs within firms, the magnitude of the resulting employment reallocation across

sectors depends on endogenous within-industry reallocation across production establishments and

within-firm reallocation between production and knowledge services. Second, the extent to which

economic growth involves creative destruction depends on whether structural transformation occurs

within versus between firms. To the extent that intangible knowledge is firm-specific but general

across sectors, intangible knowledge can be preserved within firm boundaries, but is created and

destroyed when firms enter and exit, respectively.

Our results also reignite past work that emphasizes the role of firm boundaries in the production

of knowledge. By following firms’ transitions over time and demonstrating the importance of in-house
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input provision in response to shocks, we provide new support for the premise that firms play a key

role in developing knowledge and using it to adapt to changing economic circumstances. We hope

this evidence will spur future work investigating what knowledge really is, how it is developed, and

how it influences firm behavior. Given the transition we document in the United States towards

‘knowledge-related’ industries, work in these areas is likely to be increasingly valuable.
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A Appendix Tables and Figures

In this appendix, we provide supporting tables and figures discussed in the text.

A.1 Headline numbers for payroll

Table A1: Payroll Growth in M and NM from 1977 to 2019, by Firm Type and Margin

Panel A: “Census” (Upper Bound)

Manufacturing Pay Non-Manufacturing Pay

Share of Share of

1977 2019 Change Change 1977 2019 Change Change

M Firms 234 733 500 1.00 165 1682 1518 0.25

Continuers 87 306 219 0.44 70 1066 996 0.17

Net Birth/Death 147 427 280 0.56 94 616 522 0.09

NM Firms 335 4838 4503 0.75

Continuers 59 1048 989 0.16

Net Birth/Death 276 3790 3514 0.58

Total 234 733 500 1.00 500 6520 6021 1.00

Panel B: “HJM Firms” (Upper Bound)

Manufacturing Pay Non-Manufacturing Pay

Share of Share of

1977 2019 Change Change 1977 2019 Change Change

M Firms 234 733 500 1.00 219 2620 2401 0.40

Continuers 158 474 316 0.63 175 2037 1862 0.31

Net Birth/Death 75 259 184 0.37 43 583 540 0.09

NM Firms 0 0 0 0.00 281 3901 3620 0.60

Continuers 72 1046 974 0.16

Net Birth/Death 209 2855 2646 0.44

Total 234 733 500 1.00 500 6521 6021 1.00

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Table presents manufacturing (M) and non-manufacturing (NM) payroll levels
in 1977 and 2019, the change in these levels, and the share of the change accounted for by M firms, NM firms, and
continuers versus net/birth withing these firm types. M pay is the sum of payroll at all US establishments in the
LBD classified in manufacturing. NM pay is the sum of payroll at all US establishments in the LBD classified outside
manufacturing. Census M firms (top panel) are those that ever have an M plant between 1977 and 2019. HJM M firms
(bottom panel) are those that ever have an establishment that was ever in a firm with an M plant in the same year.
Continuing Census firms are those for which the Census lbdfid exists in both years. HJM continuing firms are those
with an establishment in 2019 that existed in 1977. Pay is in millions. There are 27.5 thousand continuing Census M
firms in both years, out of 5.42 million firms in 2019. There are 46 thousand continuing HJM M firms in 2019.
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A.2 Reduced-form analysis

The regression sample consists of firms that continue through 2007 and own one or more manufac-

turing plants in 1997. Table A2 documents the levels and shares of M and NM employment in 1997,

and the changes in this employment from 1997 to 2007 accounted, for by this sample. The left panel

presents statistics for M employment. In 1997, the start of our long-difference, the regression sample

accounts for over 60 percent of total M employment, and 10 percent of NM employment. These

continuing M firms account for one quarter of the aggregate decline in M over the period, though this

is partially due to the fact that firms without auxiliaries increase their M employment, while firms

with auxiliaries experience net declines in M employment equal to one-third of the aggregate decline.

The right panel of Table A2 shows that the regression sample accounts for 20 percent of the

aggregate increase in NM employment over the period, with 18 percentage points of the rise occurring

in firms with auxiliaries at the start of the period. In Online Appendix Table G12, we decompose NM

employment into Management and Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (NAICS 54 and 55)

versus other NM. The regression sample also contains 20 percent of aggregate US employment in the

former in 1997, and accounts for 23 percent of its increase over the period.

Table A2: Employment in Regression Sample Relative to Economy Totals

M Employment NM Employment

1997 ∆ 1997-2007 1997 ∆ 1997-2007

Level Share Level Share Level Share Level Share

Firms in Regression Sample 10.00 0.61 -0.77 0.26 8.75 0.10 3.90 0.20

Firms without Auxiliaries in 1997 3.85 0.24 0.26 -0.09 0.29 0.00 0.41 0.02

Firms with Auxiliaries in 1997 6.15 0.38 -1.03 0.34 8.45 0.10 3.49 0.18

Firms Outside Regression Sample 6.38 0.39 -2.24 0.74 78.04 0.90 15.59 0.80

Economy Total 16.38 1.00 -3.01 1.00 86.79 1.00 19.49 1.00

Source: EC and authors’ calculations. Table presents manufacturing (M) and non-manufacturing (NM) employ-

ment levels and shares in 1997 and changes from 1997 to 2007 for firms in the regression sample, by their auxiliary

status in 1997. Regression sample contains 73,500 continuing firms with M employment in 1997, of which 3,600

have an auxiliary establishment. Administrative Records from the Census of Manufactures are excluded from the

regression sample since all their sales and input purchases are imputed. Employment is in millions.
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Figure A1: Changes in Chinese Market Share in Output vs Inputs, by Industry

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis and author’s calculations. Figure presents the change in Chinese
market shares in Europe from 1997 to 2007 in a six-digit NAICS industry (output shock) versus the expenditure-
weighted average change in that industry’s inputs (input shock). We label each industry using its three-digit NAICS
root.

Table A3: Summary Statistics of the Industry Shocks

Positive Median Mean Min Max Std Dev

Output Shock 91% 0.085 0.113 -0.071 0.617 0.113

Input Shock 99% 0.049 0.047 -0.003 0.164 0.028

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis and author’s calculations. Ta-

ble presents summary statistics for industry-level output and input shocks. The

input shock here is based solely on the weighted-average of an output indus-

try’s input expenditure shares across industries, using weights from the 1997

BEA Input-Output tables. Positive reports the percent of industries with pos-

itive shocks.

Table A4 presents correlation coefficients between the endogenous measures of Chinese import

penetration in the United States versus the plausibly exogenous measures of Chinese market share

gains in Europe in firms’ output and input industries. For each pair of variables, we report the raw

correlation coefficient as well as the correlation coefficient after residualizing the variables using the

regression controls.
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Table A4: Correlations in Firms’ US and EU Chinese Input and Output Exposure Measures

∆ChinaImpPenUS,Outputf ∆ChinaImpPenUS,Inputf ∆Outputf

raw resid raw resid raw resid

∆ChinaImpPenUS,Inputf 0.418 0.151

∆Outputf 0.523 0.408 0.306 0.163

∆Inputf 0.177 0.087 0.656 0.525 0.170 0.050

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis and author’s calculations. Table presents correlations between

changes in Chinese market shares in Europe (∆Outputf and ∆Inputf ) and Chinese import penetration in the US

(∆ChinaImpPenUS,Outputf and ∆ChinaImpPenUS,Inputf ) in both firms’ output products and inputs for the regression

sample of 73,500 firms. We report correlations for raw variables and after residualizing them with the following regression

controls: ln(Emp1997f ), firm age, the log number of establishments, the share of sales in manufacturing, the share of mate-

rials in manufacturing costs, these shares interacted with Aux1997f and ln(Emp1997f ), and four-digit NAICS fixed effects.

A.3 Additional Results and Mechanisms

Table A5 presents our estimates of the impact of input and output shocks on import growth, pivoting

and the manufacturing shares of sales and employment. Table A6 studies the impact of output and

input shocks on firm exit. We use two definitions of firm exit. Our first definition corresponds to our

definition of Census firms in the rest of the paper. Additionally, we examine the robustness of our

results to the HJM definition of exit: a firm in our regression sample exits under HJM’s definition if

it exits under Census definition and if none of its plants in 1997 survives by 2007. We modify our

regression sample to include initial manufacturing firms that did not survive from 1997 to 2007.

A.4 Plant-level switching

In related work, Bloom et al. (2019) document increased plant-level industry switching in response to

increased Chinese import penetration in high-wage commuting zones. While they find large marginal

effects on this dimension, we caution that this does not translate to large level effects. Figure A2

shows that net switching leads to manufacturing increases during the 1990s and small reductions in

the 2000s. Even the gross flows from switching are quite small, and dwarfed by other flows.
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Table A5: Effects of Output and Input Shocks on Additional Firm Outcomes

Import Pivot ∆ Manuf Share of:

Growth Sales Emp Sales Emp

Output Shock -0.108 -0.152 -0.138 0.097 0.083
(0.327) (0.220) (0.219) (0.078) (0.080)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f -1.521*** 0.209** 0.212** -0.273** -0.214**

(0.289) (0.098) (0.103) (0.132) (0.106)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.076 0.055 0.051 -0.036* -0.029

(0.077) (0.036) (0.037) (0.020) (0.021)
Input Shock 1.420 0.409 0.380 -0.094 -0.035

(1.443) (0.451) (0.459) (0.160) (0.159)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 1.473*** 0.098 0.181 -0.175 -0.184*

(0.515) (0.175) (0.178) (0.152) (0.108)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) -0.399 -0.101 -0.092 0.016 -0.003

(0.302) (0.103) (0.106) (0.038) (0.038)

R2 0.107 0.087 0.081 0.080 0.061

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis, EC and author’s calculations. Table presents re-
sults from estimating equation (32) via OLS. Aux1997f is an indicator for whether the firm has one
or more auxiliary establishments in 1997. Import growth is measured as Davis-Haltiwanger-Schuh
(DHS) growth rates: DHS(x)f = (x2007f − x1997f )/((x2007f + x1997f )/2). Pivot is measured by equa-
tion (3) using sales and employment shares by industry within the firm, respectively. All regressions
include firm-level controls for Aux1997f , ln(Emp1997f ), firm age, the log number of establishments,
the share of sales in manufacturing, the share of materials in manufacturing costs, these shares in-
teracted with Aux1997f and ln(Emp1997f ), and 4-digit NAICS fixed effects. Standard errors two-way
clustered by firm’s primary output and input NAICS. Our regression sample contains 73,500 firms.

Figure A2: Gross Manufacturing Employment Changes by Margin

Source: LBD and authors’ calculations. Figure displays gross flows of US manufacturing em-
ployment for continuing establishments within continuing firms (CFCE), establishment births
and deaths within continuing firms (CFEBD), firm births and deaths (FBD), and establishment
industry switching (Switching).
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Table A6: Effects of Output and Input Shocks on Firm Exit

Dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if firm exits between 1997 and 2007

Census Definition of Firm Exit HJM Definition of Firm Exit

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Output Shock 0.096 0.091 0.038 0.053 0.049 -0.074
(0.088) (0.088) (0.126) (0.068) (0.069) (0.099)

Output Shock ×Aux1997f 0.244** 0.131 0.183* 0.036

(0.113) (0.128) (0.102) (0.094)
Output Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.019 0.043**

(0.027) (0.020)
Input Shock 0.063 0.057 -0.764** -0.046 -0.047 -0.503*

(0.124) (0.131) (0.381) (0.109) (0.115) (0.288)
Input Shock ×Aux1997f 0.038 -0.499** -0.048 -0.369*

(0.195) (0.218) (0.174) (0.193)
Input Shock ×ln(Emp1997f ) 0.240** 0.134**

(0.093) (0.066)

R-squared 0.117 0.117 0.118 0.105 0.105 0.106
Observations 168,000 168,000 168,000 168,000 168,000 168,000

Source: Comtrade, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Economic Census and author’s calculations. Table presents
results from estimating equation (32) via OLS. Dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if firm exits
over between 1997 to 2007. Aux1997f is an indicator for whether the firm has one or more auxiliary establish-

ments in 1997. All regressions include firm-level controls for Aux1997f , ln(Emp1997f ), firm age, the log number
of establishments, the share of sales in manufacturing, the share of materials in manufacturing costs, and
four-digit NAICS fixed effects. Columns (2), (3), (5), and (6) also control for the input and output shares
interacted with Aux1997f , and columns (3) and (6) additionally control for the input and output shares in-

teracted with ln(Emp1997f ). Standard errors two-way clustered by firm’s primary output and input NAICS.
Regression sample contains 168,000 firms.
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